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Sidewalk Sale Set
For August 6 and 7

Home Burns
Down Here
Wednesday

The Retail Trade Committee of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce met today and set the
dates for the Annual Sidewalk
Thurman
The home of Tommy
in Murray for Friday and
Sale
y
communit
Cleave
Van
the
in
August 6 and 7.
Saturday,
yesterday
fire
by
of
was destroyed
A check in the amount
e moved the
committe
The
I
to
afternoon according
2138.00 has been mailed to the Sidewalk Sale Days back one
Seal
Easter
spokesman for the MurrayWest Kentucky
week from last year. Members
Calloway County Rescue Squad.
Center for Handicapped Children
that stocks of merexplained
at Paducah. This amount was chandise would be fuller at this
The home is located east of
and
Mr.
of
friends
collected by
time, and that it would give the
Murray off of Highway 94 and is
Mrs. Terry Mullins following the merchants more time to display
owned by Harold Stioemaker.
death of their baby daughter,
Back-to-School merchandise
Deborah Lynn Mullins, on July
The Thurrnans managed to
the Sidewalk Sale.
after
13.
save a few articles of clothing but
will be the first true CityThis
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said
•
Wide "sidewalk Sale" for
(Continued on Page Eight)
from
collected
was
money
the
MURRAY BUSINESS and Pratessional Women's Club mem- friends in the City of Murray for Murray. This year all Shopping
bers leave Friday to attend the national B&PW convention the Mullins family to help defray Centers and the Downtown Area
opening Saturday in Cleveland, Ohio. Attending left to right will the expenses incurred while will be participating in a gigantic
be Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, past president, Mrs. Vernon Nance, Deborah was a patient at the promotion.
dent, and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, president. Mr. Nance and ;Baptist Memorial Hospital, "Murray's Sidewalk Sale Days
vice-presi
Don
WORLD SCOUT JAMBOREE—Four Murray Scouts along with well known Scout Leader
have drawn wide attention from
will accompany the women to Cleveland.
Mr.
Roberts
Memphis, Term., after suffering
Ilurekfteld, leave Murray on Monday for the 13th World Scout Jamboree in Tokyo, Japan. In the
the huge crowds that attend, and
,
Steve
Porter
Don
ace
Burchfield
Mark
,
Kennedy,
automobil
Alexander
Mike
an
are
in
injuries
*bre above from left to right
Revival services will be held at
ridiculously low prices that
the
to
was
the
day
on
trip
the
21
Jamboree the North Pleasant Grove
cident on July 10. The check
Mal Larry Robinson. The five will leave from Cincinnati Tuesday
offered," a chamber
are
With several side trips planned in Japan.
sent "In memory of Deborah spokesman said.
Cumberland Presbyterian
center.
the
to
Mullins"
Lynn
Church starting Monday, July 26,
"Murray merchants are happy
Mr, and Mrs. Mullins told his
and continuing through Saturday,
participate in the promotion as
to
friends that he did need the
July 31.
them an opportunity to
gives
it
money badly for medical exRev. Vaughn Fulls will be
their appreciation to the
show
work;
to
able
was
penses, but he
evangelist for the services to be Three members of the Murray
customer, and allows them to
and he wished the money to be
held each evening at 7:45. Bob Business and Professional
clear their stores of summer
sent to the center to help han- merchandise," he added.
Paschall will be in charge of the Women's Club will leave Friday
dicapped children.
music.
to attend the national convention
Most merchants will be
After arrival in Tokyo the
By Larry Robinson
The Mullins' operate the K-N displaying new fall goods in the
All members and visitors are of the B. & P.W. Clubs to be held
of
days
five
have
will
scouts
Eight boys and one leader from
Root Beer Drive-In at 4th and
Jamboree. We invited to attend, according to a July 24-29 at the Sheratonstores as the sidewalk sale
the Four Rivers Council will touring before the
Street, Murray.
Sycamore
n.
,
spokesma
church
in
Cleveland
Hotel
Cleveland
Silk
a
as
sites
progresses on the outside.
such
see
will
the
on
excursion
day
21
a
begin
Ohio.
"Many clerks will be dressed in
Mn. Carl Hopkins brings in a trip of their lifetime soon. They Museum, the Imperial Palace,
downtown
costumes, but this
largest
outlandish
world's
Hoyt
the
Mrs.
be
Hopkins
and
son
Newell
Attending will
Mature of her
will depart from Cincinnati along
year hot pants are expected to be
et Dodson Avenue with a tomato with the other members of Troop arnusement center, all before the
(Opal) Roberts, local club
A speciarienn'of studies will
worm by many," the spokesman
plant that is a whopper. This 424 for the Boy Scout Jamboree. Jamboree.
president, Mrs. Vernon (Annie) be conducted by Students for
.
concluded
dent
years
Adseveral
taken
vice-presi
club
was
Day
local
picture
Nance,
Christ at the Seventh
The scouts are as follows: Mike If you think it sounded like fun.
Mrs. Elsie Mae Roberts of
Jessie
and
Mrs.
15th
and
delegate,
ago but it is still is a whopper of a Alexander, Mark Kennedy, Steve
and
Church,
ventist
at
passed
before, it should be more fun
r, past president of the Sycamore Streets, Murray, Murray Route Three
tomato plant. He had to climb a Porter and Larry Robinson and
the Jamboree. Scouts will show Pvt. E. 2 Jadde Bray, son of Shoemake
Wednesday at 6:20 p.m. at
away
the
and
ying
25,
Accompan
July
club.
stap ladder to pick the tomatoes., scoutmaster, Don Burchifield, all
Sunday,
local
starting
off their skills. Scouts from Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bray, Jr., of
y County
aomen to the national meeting continuing through Saturday, the Murray-Callowa
of Murray, and Hunter Kirkland California are going to bring a
in
Hospital. She was 68 years of age
is
now
stationed
Hazel,
Mr.
and
Roberts
Mr.
be
will
7.
Locke
August
Reeves
Joe
City,
Union
of
complete gold mine. Also in the Mannheim, Germany with the
followed an exNance.
Leon Everett, Tom Crabb, Tim and her death
and James Patterson off program are spectacular colorful
illness.
tended
ation
Company.
51st
Transport
Freeman,
Frederick, and Alan
Paducah, and Joe Main of arena shows, exchange campBray is a 1970 graduate of Mrs. Roberts said this year the students, will be conducting the The deceased was the wife of
John Edd Walker, manager of
Metropolis. These are only nine fires, a dim to the top of Mt. Fuji,
who died July 26, the West Kentucky Rural
Phase II of
the
is
entering
flohool.
High
club
County
Calloway
and the discussions each John D.Roberts
singing
•sha. smut" thoussux1 Scouts and several other events
t in the- Army -ERA of Resporudbility (Enrich, evening for the Home Health 1967. She was a member of the Electric Cooperative Corporation
and leaders from a hundred designed to promote the theme After his enlistmen
Ledbetter Baptist Church, Mrs. at Mayfield, was elected
his basic Renew, and Act). The "wand" Education Service.
had
he
8
January
on
diferent countries that will attend "For Understanding."
II as
Phase
was born April 19, 1903, president of the South Kentucky
where
for
Roberts
symbol
Campbell
be
the
will
Fort
at
training
Study subjects are Will the
the Jamboree.
Among some of the people
Sharpshooter the "golden key" was the symbol World Unite Under One Flag?, in Trigg County and her parents Industrial
Development
The trip will cost each of the attending the Jamboree will be he was awarded the
were the late Joe and Allie Joyce Association, Inc., at the ninth
ribbon. for Phase I which opened many
July 25; The Second Coming—
members of troop 424 about $810. Neil Armstrong, Crown Prince medal and good conduct
Morrison.
The Hazel man had further doors of opportunity.
annual meeting held at Barren
Each boy has been working hard Akihito
What "Where When ', July 26;
and the Assistant
The local president said some God's Last Warning Message— Survivors are three brothers, Lake State Resort Park, Wedfrying to pay for his trip. All of us Secretary of the Navy, James E. training at the Aberdeen Proving
Thurmon, Prentice and Earnest nesday.
Grounds, Md., and graduated (Continued on Page Eight)
think it will be a wonderful and Johnson.
What Is It', July 27; The SymMorrison, all of Murray Route
July
Walker has served on the board
13.
fulfilling experience.
bolic Beast of Revelation
Troop 424 will be making rope
and several nieces and of the organization for three
Three;
28; The Beast, The Dragon, and
The troop, consisting of scouts In the skill shows.
nephews.
terms. The association is supThe Woman', July 29; Five
from Kentucky, Ohio and West
Funeral services will be held ported by 17 distributors of TVA
World!,
the
g
Astoundin
the
Cincinnati
Words
Virginia, will leave
Ledat
the
Friday at one p.m.
power in an area from Lake
July 30, The United States in
Airport Tuesday, July 27, at 8:30
better Baptist Church with Rev. Cumberland in the east to the
a.m. The plane will stop for fuel
The swim party scheduled on Prophecy!, July 31.
Glen Cope officiating.
Mississippi River on the West and
In anchorage and then on to
Friday, July 23, at the Oaks Subjects for the second week
Interment will be in the church bounded by the Tennessee border
at
Beast—Wh
the
of
children
Mark
Now, Thelma McDougal has two Tokyo and the Jamboree.
for
are The
Cotnitry Club will be
the
with
cemetery
A gospel meeting will be
on the South and the Purchase
tips to homeowners. How to
who have completed the fourth, Is It?, August 1; Which Day Did
arrangements by the Max Parkway and the West Kentucky
remove the green algae that
conducted at the Friendship
fifth, and sixth grades, instead of The Apostles Keep?, August 2;
Churchill Funeral Home where Parkway on the North.
Church of Christ beginning
the way previously announced, Not Under the Law, But Under
(Continued on Page Eight)
may call.
friends
the
Will
for
g
When
n
25,
July
and
3;
continuin
A total of 28 counties are served
Sunday,
Grace!, August
according to a spokesma
through Saturday, July 31.
by the association, whose purChrist Return?, August 4; What
club.
Services will be conducted at
pose is to represent these
The party will be held from ten and Where Is Heaven?, August 5;
counties for industrial prospects
eleven a.m. Sunday and each
a.m. to one p.m. Each member One Thousand Years of Peace—
in an effort to attract new inevening at 7:45.
may invite one non-member When ?, August 6; Court Week In
Bro. Dean Crutchfield will be
to the area.
dustries
guest and a charge of twenty-five Heaven, August 7.
Sheriff Clyde Steele was called
the speaker for the meeting. He
Fair and mild today. Clear and
cents per person will be made. The public is invited to attend last night about nine o'clock to a
served as minister for the Green
Increasing
tonight.
cool
Each person is to bring a sack the services each evening, ac- wrecked truck that had been
SOFIBALL CHANGED
Plain Church of Christ for a
cloudiness from west and norsoftball games,
cording to the speakers.
lunch.
Tonight's
abandoned on the Outland Road
number of years and during that
thwest portions Friday with not
Hostesses are Mesdames
of Highway 121, originally scheduled for the Colt
off
mile
ki
about
time was heard in a local radio
much change in temperatures.
Myrtle Mae Grogan, Bernice
League field at City Park, have
Pvt. E2 Jackie Bray
LIBERTY COUPON
New Concord road.
broadcast. He is now minister for from
Martha
Pittman,
Highs today and Friday in the
Martha
Wallin,
been changed to the Dexter field,
ket
He
Supermar
1971
Liberty
The
10,
had
on
May
there
The 1970 Chevrolet pickup
the Trenton Church of Christ in left for
Ms. Low tonight upper 50s to low
his tour of duty in Ger- Bowen, Ginny Hopkins, and coupon on Folger's coffee, one hit an abutment on the left side of according to Barry Polston,
Trenton, Tenn.
Ms.
Jeanette Furches.
pound can, should have had the the road and the driver had parks and recreation director.
many on June 6, 1971
Ronnie Newberry, present
is 6:30.
price of 69c on it.
abandoned the truck after the Game time
minister for the Friendship
ONE CITED
to
the
g
*
accordin
accident,
Church, will conduct the singing.
FREE PUPPIES
The Murray Police Departsheriff's office. The owner of the
SIX OUNCE JAR
eight weeks old,
The public is cordially invited to
puppies,
Two
Ray
ment cited one person for
to
be
was
truck
reported
coffee
The Instant Folger's
attend these services, a chimer,
both females, bone brown and
reckless driving on Wednesday at
crystals advertised by Parker Williams.
spokesman said.
10:20 p.m.
extensively white, and one black and white,
truck,
Food Market should have been a The
away by are free to persons for pets. Call
towed
was
ten
not
damaged,
Vic,
for
jar
six ounce
The West Kentucky golf two outstanding young high ounce.
4/16-2212 for further information.
Mel:lard's Wrecker Service.
spotlight will focus on the school golfers from Madisonville,
Calloway Country Club in where they also are sophomore
Murray this weekend where a football standouts.
record field of 168 golfers will be Johnny Quertermous, 20-yearcompeting in the 12th annual old junior member of the Murray
Murray Invitational Tour- State University's Ohio Valley
Conference champions and the
nament.
On hand to defend his laurels low divisional qualifier for the
will be last year's champion, Joe Kentucky Golf Association's
Jaggers, Bardstown, recent championship earlier this season.
winner of the Elizabethtown, Ky., Quertermous, whose home
ground is the Calloway club, also
Invitational.
Challenging him in the won the club's annual men's
championship flight of the two- medal play tournament last
day, 36-hole event will be a weekend with a one-under-par
number of the area's most 143,shooting a three-under-par 69
seasoned veterans and out- on the second day.
standing young golfers. Among Also in contention will be
veteran Mayfield golfer Dave
them are
Billy Mitchell, Jr., Princeton, Barclay and Max McDade,
the current Tennessee Valley recent winner of the Ken-Tenn
Golf Association champion and Invitational at Fulton.
recent winner of the Greenville, Of the seven previous winners
Ky., Invitational. A recent of the tournament,. only Jaggers
graduate of Princeton High is entered this year. Jim
School, Mitchell, one of the finest (Cueball) Pryor, Mayfield, has
in the first four flights
LADIES'TOURNAMENT WINNERS—These four ladles were the winners
young golfers in the state, has won it three times: In 1960 with
nt held at the Oaks Country Club here yesterday. They are,
Tourname
al
Invitation
Ladles
Oaks
the
of
t Chemical Company, was signed a golfing scholarship at 144, 1962 with 140 and in 1969, the
championship flight winner;
NAMED KF24TUCICY COLONEL—Jon R. Pierce, left, of the Vanderbil
left to right: Mary Jane Harris, first flight winner; Saundra Edwards,
College, Winter first year the event was played on
Junior
Polk
right,
Johnson,
(Story on today's Sports
James
by
y
flight
winner.
third
Wednesda
Colonel
Hinton,
a
and
Betty
Kentucky
as
winner;
him
flight
Laura Parker, second
presented a certificate honoring
. Johnson presented the Haven, Fla., where he will enroll the expanded 18-hole hole
executive secretary of the Murray-Callowny County Chamber of Commerce
Page)
Calloway course, with 1431
Staff Photo by David Hill
Staff Photo by David Hill this fall.
certificate to Pierce on behalf of Governor Louie B. Nunn.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Jimmy Riddle and Brad Fable,

Money Sent To
Paducah Center

North Pleasant
Grove Church Will
Have Revival Meet

Murrayans Will Attend
National Convention

Seen&Heard [Five Persons From Here
Going To Scout Jamboree
Around
Murray

Study Series
To Be Held At
Local Church Mrs. Roberts
Passes Away

Pvt. Jackie Bray
Serving With Army,
Mannheim, Germany

Dean Crutchfield
Is Gospel Speaker

John Edd Walker
Elected To Head
Development Group

Oaks Club To Have
Party On Thursday

Chevrolet Truck Is
Wrecked Last Night

The Weather

Record Field Entered
In Invitational Here

;
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Nursing Homes II:
Entering The Home

miles from Murray. $19.00.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

The Calloway County Fair will open on July 24 on the Ryan
property on Chestnut Street. Miss Toni Burchett, 1960 Fair Queen,
will crown the new 1961 queen on July 26.
Deaths reported are Harmon Jones, age 73, and Claude Manning,age 76, who both died on July 20.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital this week include a girl
to Mr.and Mrs. James D. Outland, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
W. Rudolph,a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Gore, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Teddy Beane.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Crass of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Crass of Mayfield recently completed a western motor trip.

Mrs. Clarence A. Bishop, age 75, died July 20 in Louisville.
Funeral and burial services will be held in Murray.
"Graves Hendon is building a super service station down on the
corner",from the column,"Seen 8c Heard Around Murray".
Murray's Crusade For Christ evangelistic meetings will begin
at the American Legion Hall today, according to R. R. Osborne,
minister for the Seventh Day Adventist Church in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Gamble P. Hughes of Murray Route Four announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Carolyn, to Gene Summers,son of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Summers of Detroit, Mich., formerly of the county.

Take heed to yourselves: If thy brother trespass against thee,
rebuke him; and if be repeat,forgive him.—Lake 17:3.
Repentance and forgiveness go hand in hand. Be as generous
and forgiving as you want God to be to you.

by Carl Riblet Jr.
f.. New York is the 20th-century City of Lost Con-lent; unable to recapture the past and unwilling to

pay for the future, and if they offer to sell it back to
the Indians, a dollar gets you ten that the Indians
won't buy it.
"Manhattan—a nightmare in stone."
—Edgar Saltus

uu
HUE
A SHAU
AFTER TURNING
OVER ALL MI
SUPPORT BASES
ALONG DMZ TO
SOUTH VETS,
U.S. SETS UP
A NEW ONE,
THE "NIELLHOLV

45-DAY aULLDOZING
CLEA14uP UNDERWAY
IN "IRON TRIANGLE,"
FORMER CONG DEN 23
MILES NORTH SAIGON,
SO SOUTH WETS C.AN
RETURN TO FARMING

POW. LEAD
SOUTH VIE-I'S
10 THREE
Altfas CACHES
WITHIN 30
MILES SAIGON

soiscosi PENH

CHARGES
SOUTH VIETS WITH
"DEUSERATE ACTS
OF SAVAGERY"—RAPE
MURDER, TORTURE,
THEFT AND PILLAGE

1,300 SOUTH VIETS
WITHDRAW FROM
sassors SEAK
AND SOO REMAIN

LATE SHOW!
FRI. 8, SAT. -

"ANOMOLIE"
RATED X

No One Under 18 Admitted

APOLLO IS'S LUNAR STATION STOPS — The "tours" the Apollo 15 Lunar Roving
Vehicle will make on the Moon are depicted in this drawing from "On the Moon
with Apollo 15: A Guidebook to Hadley Rille and the Appenine Mountains," by
Gene Simmons, The numb2rs repreLtent station stops

NEW YORK ( UPI)—Investors apparently are waiting—
"mostly away from Wall
Street"—for news that the
economy is reviving "without
significant further increases in
interest rate," Wright Investors' Service says. During the
interim period, Wright believes
"the underlying buy-sell market
forces should be favorable since
mose of the pre-vacation selling
was done during June."

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

Most crucial are a new resident's first hours and days in
a nursing home—for in the way
he is treated and in his reactions to the home he the key
to whether his stay will be tit
pleasant one or a difficult experience.
Usually, residents respond
well to and remember early
gestures of warmth, kindness,
and consideration. Here is
where a little extra effort on
the part of nursing homes' staff
pays dividends.
If the newcomer's condition
permits, a short tour of the
premises is a good idea. Whether
he thinks that his stay is going
to be temporary or permanent,
he will appreciate being helped
to get his bearings and learn
what the nursing home consists
of.
Reassurance iipit the resident
will never nee' to feel abandoned and helpless is another
good point to make.
This can be better done, for
example, by showing him a
bedside call system and explaining how it works than by
merely telling him he is going
to be looked after.
Nearly all residents find it
hard suddenly to have to adapt
themselves to a whole new
way of life. After all, they
have had many years of experiences in conducting their
own affairs. Change is not easy
for anyone, so it may take days,
weeks, or even months before
a new resident is able to take
t'he nursing home routine in his
stride.
When someone is in a new
situation, he wants to have an
idea of what is expected of him
and how he is expected to act.
Here is where a great deal can
be done to make entering the
home a good rather than a bad
experience.
Providing information about
all aspects of the nursing home
and its life is a must. This can
best be done not merely by
printed or written information,
but needs the personal touch of
warm, friendly explanations by
staff, who seek out the new
resident and doiVt.wait for him'
to'dorne to dwarf with .questionr.
„ _ &tiny peop*obecome upset
with changed surroundings, but
once they feel at home, confusion usually subsides and assurance that the home is going
to be a livable and likable
place takes its place.
Making the new resident feel
at home during his first hours
and days, therefore, should be
a challenge and a goal for every
nursing home.

Farm Safety Week
Begins On July 25
KenDuring National Farm Safety their lives in accidents on
Week, make Kentucky's farms tucky farms. One-half of these
involved a farm
safer places to live and work, accidents
according to a
rector,
suggest Extension management
specialists with the University of newspaper report survey. Thus
Kentucky College of Agriculture. far in 1971, farm accidents have
Most accidents can be prevented taken the lives of 32 persons in
by exercising proper caution and Kentucky. In addition, at least 68
persons have been involved in
using conunon sense.
accidents. Tractors
non-fatal
The President of the United
States has declared the week of were involved in 21 of the
July 25-31, 1971 as National Farm fatalities and 33 of the non-fatal
'Safety Week.In his proclamation accidents. Among the other types
Mr. Nixon said: "All who live and of accidents reported were imwork on America's farms and proper use of power tools, falls
ranches owe it to themselves, and fire.
Let's see what we can do to
their families,and the nation that
Kentucky
accident
depends on themp, to put safety make
statistics
less alarming next
first." The theme of the week is
"Protect
Yourself—Work year, the UK specialists
recommend. Tractors should be
Safely."
equipped,
whenever possible,
Kentucky's 120,000 farmers
suffer from their share of ac- with rollover protective equipcidents involving physical injury ment; proper hitching to loads
or death. In 1969, 57 persons lost will do much to cut down on
'rector overturns.

A modern-day breed of bounty hunter may be developing in this
country. But he is no cold-blooded killer who brings in wanted men
dead or alive.
The new breed is an ecologist who knows when big companies are
violating the antipollution laws and does something about it. If he is
fortunate, he will collect a bounty. If not, at least he will call public
attention to the government drive to clean up the environment.
There has been some news Recently two men concerned with the growing pollution of the
recently that "dashed hopes for Ohio and Monongahela rivers took a canoe trip on each of them.
an early economic recovery," They traveled 65 miles. What they discovered in the water led them
Oppenheimer, to the suspected sources of high chemical-content pollutants.
according
to
Newborg & Neu. "But Mr. The result: the men reported their findings to the Environmental
Nixon's surprise China trip Protection Agency,the government's pollution watchdog. Now four
announcement tipped the scale major industrial plants on the rivers have been charged with 73
for the bulls and we continue to violations of an ancient 1899 antipollution act being used by the
believe in a good fourth Nixon administration as an enforcement tool in the absence of any
quarter," the company says. more effective law yet enacted by Congress.
advises using If the companies are found guilty of violating the act, maximum
The firm
"moments of weakness" to fines of nearly $250,000 could be imposed.
Under the 1899 statute, the government splits the fine equally
accumulate sound stocks.
with the informants who provided the evidence of wrongdoing.
EPA officials concede this arrangement could lead to water-Second-quarter earnings apand engineer&
pear to be healthier than past pollution -bounty hunters." However, only scientists
well schooled in the causes of water pollution probably could
quarters, Spear & Staff Inc. qualify.
*
*
believes. The company says of
the 106 companies reporting
At sa years old, the world is a wondrous place indeed, provided
earnings, 67 had improved you can see it.
profits. For the long term, Tommy couldn't, though. He lived in a blur of dim images, while
Spear predicts the market will all around him his schoolmates were learning to read and write.
climb irregularly with pro- Letters, faces, even baseballs were merely indistinct outlines to
nounced intermediate up and Tommy.It was a cruel world, not a Wondrcais one,for him.
clown swings.
Then, hundreds of miles away, something happened to change
Tommy's life. An organization called New Eyesfor the Needy,Inc.,
The light volume rally has heard of the child's plight and that his father, long unemployed,
been technical in nature,Hop- couldn't afford to buy the boy a pair of eyeglasses.
GASTRO-GUIDE
pm, Watson it Co. says. New Eyes, as it is known in its home town of Short frills, N. J., AIX EN PROVENCE, France
"Present apathy is easy to provided Tommy with just the glasses he needed. Now the world at (UPI)—A court of appeal has
understand cand difficult to last has become wondrous for this child.
ruled for the first time in
In the last 40 years New Eyes has helped thousands of needy France that restaurant critics
argue against,"--the company
says. The firm believes the people obtain glasses.The charity organization asks for no money, may attack food just as a
apathy may be snapped by only used eyeglasses and precious metal articles like old watches, theater critic may complain
news that differs from the jewelry, good or damaged silver and dentures.
The metals are extracted to sell, and the revenues go to finance about what he sees on stage.
present consensus of a sluggish
A court rejected a lawsuit
orders from
but accelerating economy, a the repair of used glasses. Of the 250 workers who fill
and abroad, filed by the New York
the
States
needy,
United
missions
and
the
hospitals
in
consensus which "has been
restaurant in Marseille demany are housewives who volunteer their services.
weakened of late by the
In the last year more than 8,000 of the near-sightless have been manding that a guide book
nationwide
wave of anti- helped by
called "Le Nouveau Guide" be
New Eyes.One of them was little Tommy.
overnment skepticism followpunished for saying the restau*
*
*
ing publication of the Pentagon
In these times of suspected welfare and jobless benefit frauds, rant served "a watery fish
pers.'"
this is a hard one to swallow Yet the Nevada Department of soup, dry and tasteless lobster
Unemployment Secruity reports the story from its official records. brochettes, crumbly smoked
George Wagner, 21, formerly of Sparks. Nev., was unemployed salmon and stringy and overcouldn't-fi
and
m less
v inr
paymolienna When he couldn't-find
done lamb chops."
dapP
t Nraoth payments.
he finallyliedfor joboed
work
Carolina.
The other day mg.._ Nevada Department of Unemployment WEATHER REPORT
Security received in the mail a check far $76 from Wagner, along
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Perwith this note
cloud seeding
"I am not working for money, just room and board. I do not need sons engaging in
any money now, so I just want to thank you for helping me when I or other rainmaking activities
would have to report their
it."
plans to the Commerce DepartneEe'aeci
d ntastic ? Yes, but heartening, too.
ment before acting under a bill
approved by the House Commerce Committee.
The legislation provides a
$10,000 fine for anyone convictToday is Thursday, July 22,
ed of willfully failing to file a
can philosopher William James report. The measure is aimed
the 203rd day of 1971.
life.
afraid
of
said: "Do not be
The moon is new.
at keeping states advised of
The morning stars are Venus, Believe that life is worth living weather-changing activities takand your belief will help create ing place in adjacent areas.
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu- that fact."
ry and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
American psychiatrist Karl
Menninger was born July 22,
1893.
t
r: 7,1'1
On this day in history:
In 1864 Confederate troops
under Gen. John Hood were
defeated by Gen. William
Sherman's Union forces in the
battle for Atlanta.
GET LOST—Obviously unIn 1932 Congress passed the
happy, Nationalist Chinese
first Home Loan Bank Act,
Ambassador James Shen providing federal funds
to
waves off a TV newsman private mortgage-lending instiMET LETCHUS4
TABOR HCIAIN,
10
utter a conference with tutions.
0-1/115TOPHER
JONES
Seoretary of State
Itri 1934 notorious gangster
JOHNILILLS
William Rogers in Wash- John Dillinger was killed
LEO ItikENN
when
ington. Rogers held a series 27 FBI men trapped him coming
EARAH'ALES
amof meetings with nine
out of a Chicago theater.
bassadors to explain PresiIn 1944 delegates trom as
dent Nison's decision to
Shown OnceMi
Nite;°
nations approved an internavisit Communist China.
7:45
tional reconstruction bank with
•
•
* ••* * *,
*****************
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Saundra Edwards
Wins Invitational

Little League Stars
Win Again In Tourney

Mahan,
By JOE CARNICELLI
pinch-runner tony LaRussa.
Saundra Edwards of Murray Murray; 4. Martha
McDaniel with his hit.
UPI Sports Writer
Fulton; low putts, Virginia
Elsewhere in the American
in
Flight
Championship
the
won
Vida Blue's road toward 30 Lague, Boston downed Chicago Jim Kaat pitched a threeCharleston, Mo.
the Oaks Ladies Invitational Golf Howard,
victories developed some 6-1, Kansas City, stunned hitter for the Twins.
Fourth Flight— 1. Nancy
Oaks
the
at
Tournament
played
played
Tournament
the
District
Murray
Little
Uses
All-Stars
game
of
The
won
their
second
the
home
singled
bumps Wedneday night but Sal Baltimore 7-2, Washington beat Bill Freehan
Mo.; 2.
Country Club here Wednesday. Thurmond, Charleston,
at Ft. Campbell.They Esituted the Campbell All-Stars by the score of 7-0.
Bando did his best to smooth Milwaukee 6-1, Minnesota edged tie-breaking run and Ed Brink3. Jean
Murray;
McDougal,
Sue
the
The defending champion in
The Murray Little League Stars defeated the Marshall County Stars 11-1 Monday night in the
man's bad-hop hit accounted for
things out.
Lee, Sikeston, Mo.; 4. Jan
NewYork2-landDetroitbeat
Harris
of
Jane
Mary
tournament,
tournament.
district
11th
the
the
of
in
round
runs
first
Mo.; low
Blue turned in one of his California 6-3 in 11 innings two more
Paducah won the first flight while Brewer, Charleston,
beat
Eddie Rallins was the winning hurler for the Murray team. Rallins gave up only two hits, three
City.
better performances — 11 before losing the second game inning as the Tigers
Calvert
Husher,
Sue
putts,
the
member
of
Laura Parker, a
walks, and struck out thirteen.
California in the first game.
strikeouts in 11 innings and 7-6.
Oaks Club along with Mrs. EdKen Berry's short
had two singles and a triple for Murray while Kenny Adams had a double and a
Sims
Raymond
Pinch-hitter
eight scattered hits—but wasn't In National League action,
wards, won the second flight.
loaded
home run.
around at the finish to gain Cpicago whipped New York 11- fly ball with the bases
Murray scored three safeties in the opening frame,one more in the second and third, and two
third
from
O'Brien
Syd
scored
The third flight winner was
credit in the Oakland Athletics' 7, Atlanta took San Diego twice
the last
In the fourth to decide the outcome.
Betty Hinton, of the Calloway
4-3 victory over the Cleveland 8-7 and 1-0, Cincinnati beat Los with the winning run in
Murray pla s Paducah tonipt at 8:30 at the Ft. Campbell Little League Field.
of the ninth as the Angels took
County Country Club while
Indians.
Angeles 6-2, Montreal downed
game.
second
Francisco,
the
san
Nancy Thurmond of Charleston,
And it was Bando, turning—Houston 5-3,
Mo., took fourth flight honors.
from goat to hero, who kept topped Pittsburgh 8-4 and St.
The top four finishers and the
Blue from losing the game.
Louis defeated Philadelphia 6-1.
low putt winner in each flight LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP!)—
George Scott drove in two
With the score tied at 1-1 in
were as follows:
the eighth, Bando threw wildly runs with three singles and a
By FRED MCMAsie,
that turns Trevino on became it things might just bring out the first Classic in 1967 and has Championship flight-1. John Alexander used an aggreson Steve Dunning's grounder, sacrifice fly as Boston beat the
sive serve and voley WednesUPI Sports Writer
carries a first prize payog of best in the US. and British finished second in two othersSaundra Edwards, Murray; 2. day to upset sixth-seeded Ken
enabling the Cleveland pitcher White Sox to move within 2/
1
2 HARRISON, N.Y.(UPI)—The $50,000, which is the kind of Open champion.
to take second. Graig Nettles games of Baltimore in the AL $250,000 Westchester Classic, incentive that Trevino under- Trevino is currently golf's 1968 and 1970. He also won the Jane Ann Nall, Mayfield; 3. Rosewall 7-5, 7-5 in the $50,000
Thunderbird on the same Virginia Davis, Paducah; 4.
then followed with a home run East.
first National Tennis Classic.
which begins today at the posh stands best. The fact th it is hottest attraction, and the course back in 1965.
Carol Hibbard, Murray; low Rosewall, winner of the
to give Cleveland a 3-1 lead.
Sonny Siebert pitched a six- Westchester Country Club, is played less than 50 miles from directors of the tournament
Bando, 1-for-28 up to that hitter for his fifth straight Lee Trevino's kind of tour- Fun City ( New York) Is have taken steps to assure that "This course is suited to my putts, Wanda Mulinax, Paducah. Washington Star international
point, then slammed a two-run victory and 14th of the season nament, but it is played onJack another reason Trevino likes to Lee won't miss opening day, type of game," said Nicklaus. First flight-1. Mary Jane tourney last Sunday, was the
don't like a big golf course Harris, Paducah; 2. Virginia third top ranking star to be
homer in the ninth to tie the against four losses.
Nicklaus' type of course.
come to this tournament and like he did last year, by "I
most Everett, Princeton; 3. Virgie eliminated in the classic.
game and drove in the winning Lou Piniella homered and It is the kind of tournament the combination of the two assigning him a 1:04 p.m. particularly, although
starting time. Last year Trevi- people think I do. I don't enjoy Wilson, Paducah; 4. Betty Arthur Ashe, the No. 1 seeded
run with a sacrifice fly in the tripled and Cookie Rojas drove
hit-it-asphardpaspyou-can Vowell, Fulton; low putts, Dot player, and second seeded Rod
12th. Darold Knowles gained in three runs with a double and
no was scheduled for a 7 a.m. the
a-edit for the victory.
a sacrifice fly as the Royals
tee-off time but overslept and type of game. I like the kind of Arnold, Paducah.
Laver were knocked out of the
was disqualified for his tardi- game that makes you think Second Flight-1. Laura tournament Monday.
"I made an error in the downed Baltimore. The Royals
whether you should play a Parker, Murray; 2. Bobby Nikki Pilic of Yugoslavia, the
bighth inning and I was really exploded for four runs in the
ness.
determined to attack the ball fifth off Jim Palmer to beat the
This year Trevino is deter- driver or not play a driver. Buchanan, Murray; 3. Helen upset conqueror of Ashe on
mined to make up for that This course offers you that type Glover, Mayfield; 4. Marge Monday, won his second round
in my next at-bat," said Bando. Orioles.
National League
Coakley, Calvert City; low putts, match Wednesday with a 6-1, 7American League
was sorry about that error Pete Broberg, Washington's
embarrassment.
He indicated of game."
East
Murrell Walker, Murray.
East
but now that I saved Blue from $150,000 bonus baby from
Wednesday
that
he
was
emo5 decision over Bob CharmiNicklaus
Neither
Trevino
nor
W. L. Pct. GB
Third Flight— 1. Betty Hinton, chael of Paris, France.
W. L Pct. GB tionally ready to win this year did anything spectacular in
a loss with my homer, maybe Dartmouth, got his first offen33 .656
63
Pittsburgh
58 36 .618 ... and brushed aside the idea that Wednesday's Pro-Am tuneup. Murray; 2. Frances Hulse, Bill Bowray of Australia, who
Baltimore
bell let me drive his Cadillac." sive support in three games
52 43 .547 10/
1
2
55 38 .591 2/
1
2 he may be becoming com- Both carded one-under-par 71, a murray; 3. Essie Caldwelkousted Laver on Monday, kept
Blue, who leads the majors and took advantage of it in the Chicago
Boston
50 46 .521 13
Louis
50 45 .526 844 placent after having won so score they will have to better SEEDS ADVANCE
11th 18 victories and 208 Senators' triumph over Mil- St.
Detroit
intact his record of never
1
2
48 45 .516 13/
New York
46 51 A74 1/
1
2 much money on the tour this by a few strokes today if they
York
gtrikeouts, said he wasn't waukee, Broberg, who had
advancing beyond the second
/
2 New
55 .433 211
Philadelphia
42
40 56,417 it season.
PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y. round of the current world
disturbed about not picking up given up only three runs in his
Cleveland
leaders.
the
be
among
are
to
.406
24
39
57
Montreal
39 54 .419 1$3,4 "I've been playing very well The best round of the Pro-Am (UPI)--Gene Scott of New York champion tennis tour. He lost to
Washington
file victory. "What difference last 25 innings, gained his
West
West
&es it make if I don't win second victory against three
and I can feel myself getting up was turned in by 24-year-old and Antonio Palafox of Mexico, 'fellow Australian Ray Ruffels,
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pet. GB for this tournament," said Jerry Heard, who carded a 66, the top seeds, advanced to the 7-5, 2-6, 6-3 Wednesday.
*very time I pitch," he said. losses. Del Unser had three hits
39 .602
59^
Francisco
San
60 34 .638 ... Trevino, who already has but perhaps the most interest- quarter-finals of the Port
Oakland
We won the ballgame and I'm for the Senators.
51 47 .526 8
49 43 .533 10 pocketed $197,869 this year and ing score was posted by Arnold Washington satellite tennis FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
Steve Braun's ninth inning Los Angeles
Kansas City
48PPY."
1
2
47 48 .495 10/
47 53 .470 16 needs only an eighth place Palmer. Palmer, who has not tournament with straight set USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
California
The A's pushed across the single scored pinch-runner Rich Houston
1
2
50 51 .495 10/
Atlanta
BECAUSE—
43 51 .457 17 finish here to surpass the played comptitively since the victories Wednesday.
Minnesota
winning run in the 22th when Reese with the winning run in
It sloughs off and diesel:roe affected
1
2
53 .465 13/
46
Cincinnati
of
skin. Layovers deefroet infection to its
Barker
beat
Bob
41 53 .436 19 record $205,168 set by Billy Canadian Open July 4, shot a 68 Scott
Chicago
Lorry Brown walked and Joe Minnesota's victory over the
killing action. Get quick-drying T.4-L,
34 64 .347 25
Diego
San
Point, N.Y., 6-4, 6-1, and • kerratolytic, at any drug tenni*r.
39 51 .424 20 Casper in 1968.
Milwaukee
Rudi bunted for a base hit. Yankees. Harmon Killebrew
and gave some indication that Sands
EAST relief or veur Sifc back. NOW
Wednesday's Results
Wednesday's Results
Both runners advanced on a doubled in the ninth and Reese
"This is a golf course *I he might be a man to be Palafox beat Mike Marcin of HOLLAND DRUG CO.
York 7
New
Chicago
11
6-4,
6-2.
Gabriel,
Calif.,
San
the
filled
New
York
1
Minnesota 2
sacrifice and a walk
ran for him. Leo Cardenas
usually play very well and I reckoned with at Westchester.
Atl 8 SDO 7, 11 innings, 1st, N K.C. 7 Baltimore 2 night.
lidpies before Bando's game- singled Reese to third and
think I can win this tourgame
N
MO
0,
2nd
1
AU
Washington 6 Milw. 1, night
*timing fly to left field, scoring Braun greeted reliever Lindy
nament," Trevino added. "I
St. Louis 6 Phila 1, night
Boston 6 Chicago 1, night
think all the par fives will play
San Fran 8 Pitts 4, night
Oak. 4 Clev. 3, 12 inn, night
very easy this year. It hasn't
Mei 6 Los Angl 2, night
Det. 6 Cal. 3 1st, 11 inn Mil rained much and there is not
Montreal 5 Houston 3, night
Cal. 7 Det. 6 2nd, Night
enough moisture. I believe
Friday's Games
Friday's Games
"- ,ere will be a lot of low scores
St. Louis at Montreal, night
and it will take a lower score
Boston at Minnesota, Night
Houston at New York, night
last year to win."
than
New
York
at
Milw.,
Night
night
Phila,
at
Chicago
But if anybody plays the
Wash. at Chicago, Night
Atlanta at Los Angeles, night
6700-yard, par-72 West coursePittsburgh at San Diego, night Oakland at Detroit, Night
to near perfection it is
Cincinnati at San Fran?Asco, K.C. at Cleveland, Night
Nicklaus. Big Jack won the
Calif. at Baltimore, Night
The Murray American Legion with three
night
Paducah errors
tweezed by the Paducah Legion
produced four runs.
lifst night 9-4.
Crouch, Hughes, Osborn and
,2Hughes, Osborn, and Rayburn
Rayburn all singled in the fifth as
each had two hits for Murray. Murray went
ahead to stay.
Pfiducah scored four runs in tile Charlie Gibbs struck
out ten
Over 404) Men's Year Around Suits
Men's Summer Sport Coats
opening frame. Murray tied it in batters, surviving a
shaky start
tke fourth when hits by Hughes, to earn the
Sizes 35 thru 52, Regulars, Longs,
victory.
Rayburn and Stokes, coupled
Reg.
/
3
4Price Sale
& Extra Long

Alexander
Upsets Ken
Rosewall

Westchester Classic Golf Tournament Begins Today

Murray Legion

WU AUCTION
SALE

f

Downs Paducah

Settle-Workman's July Clearance

City Basketball Tourney
Now In Semi-Final Stages
David Alexander with 22 points.
The semi-finals of the Thursday night, Bumpus will
tourBasketball
Recreation
meet tourney leader, Rutledge in
nament were played last night at the final game for this year's
the City Park.
championship. Bumpus will be
Bumpus held off a late finish out to avenge its only loss suffor the win over Potts, 59-57. Ron fered at the hands of Rutledge 61Williams and Gary Steverson led 56.
the scoring for Bumpus. Rutledge's record remains
Steverson was high with 21 points unmarked with a 5-0 record.
followed by Williams with 17. Game time will be 8:00 at the city
Game scoring honors went to park.
GOSPEI. MEETING

Sale $39.99

Reg.$6999

45.003999.

22.50
20.00
17.50
15.00
12.50

29.99

Buy 2for $75.00
This special good 3 days only.
Friday, Saturday & Monday.

Mens Stay - Press Shirts Reg.$3.99 Sale $2.99
Men's Summer Caps Reg.$1.99- Sale $1.25, Reg. $1.25 Sale .75c
All Men's Summer & year around Dress Pants 12 Price
Good Selection Men's Underwear by Hanes, Shorts, Briefs Vest and T.
Shirts
Men's Colored T. Shirts with Pockets
Special for 3days only -3 piece set of Luggage, by Gateway - $19.99
All Boy's Swim Wear — /
1
2 Price
Boy's Stay Press Shirts - Reg.$2.99 Sale $2.39
Good Selection Boys Jeans $2.99 & $3.99
Good Selection Boys Underwear by Hanes — Briefs and T. Shirts Sizes 2
thru 18.
One Table Girls Shoes Values to $6.00 Sale $1.00
All Ladies Dress Shoes 1,4 Price
Ladies Canvas Shoes, Reg.$3.99 Sale $3.i9 Reg.$219 Sale $2.39
Reg. $1.99 Sale $1.59
Girls Canvas Shoes Reg.$2.99 Sale $2.39 Reg $1.99 Sale $1.59
1
2 Price
All Ladies Purses /
All Ladies
All Ladies Scarves 44 Price
1
2 Price
All Costume Jewelry /
All Ladies Pant Suites 42 Price
All Ladies Dresses — 1,12- Price
One Group Ladies Nylon Jackets. Reg. $5.99 Sale 94.99
One Group Ladies Cotton Dusters 20 percent off!
All Ladies Swim Wear —20 per cent off!
Good Selection Ladies Hose by Cannon & Archer Mills
All Children's sportswear Reduced 20 per cent. This includes all the
following items: Little Boys Shorts - all Sets, Sizes 9 mos. thru 4 T.; Little
Boys short sets 9 mos.to 4 T; BoysKnit shirts, size 2thru 7 yrs.
Girls Knit SHORTS

Bro. Cecil Corkren of Wayne, Michigan will be the speaker in
a Gospel Meeting at the Hickory Grove Church of Christ
beginning July 26 continuing through the following Sunday
Aug. 1. Services each night at 7:30 p.m.Sunday Services 9:50
a.m. for Sunday School and 10:50 a.m. for the Worship Service.
Bro. Corkren conducts numerous meetings and is widely
known for his able and successful work in preaching the
Gospel of Christ.
The congregational singing will be under the direction of
Bro. Jim Hurt.
On behalf of Bro. Terry Walter, the local minister, and the
entire congregation you are invited to attend any or all the
Services of this meeting.

Girls Knit Shorts Sizes 3 thru 12 yrs.
Girls Jeans sizes 3 thru 14 yrs.
Girls Knit Tops Sizes 3 thru 14 yrs.
Girls Sun Suits, Short Sets, Scooter Skirts, Pant dresses sizes 3 to 14 yrs.
Little Girls sun suits, Short sets. Pant Dresses Sizes 9 mos to 6X.
Put any sale item on lay-away for 30 days.

SETTLE-WORKMAN
306 Main Street

Phone 753-2447

SELLING ON THE FARM OF

JAMES WHEELER
Mile East of Sedalia, Kentucky
Saturday, July 24 1971
10:00 a.m.
90 HEAD OF HEREFORD CATTLE

24 Head of large Hereford brood cows with calves
7 Head of large Hereford brood cows, bred
9 Hereford steers, fat, 800 to 1000 lbs.
10 Hereford heifers, one year old, 500 to 600 lbs.
14 Hereford Bulls, one year old, 600 to 700 lbs.
1 Hereford Bull, 18 months old, 800 lbs.
1 Hereford Bull, 3 years old, 1400 lbs.

8 HEAD OF APPALOOSA MARES
2 - 4 year old Appaloosa Mares, bred
3 - 6 year old Appaloosa Mares, bred
3 - 1 year old Fillies, open

FARM MACHINERY
1 Ford Tractor, 17-foot Hay Mower and Crimper, 3-point hitch, 1 8-foot section harrow, 1 8-foot
Bush & Bog disc harrow, 1 Tractor Wagon with grain bed, 18-foot steel road drag, 1 3-section hay
elevator, complete, 1 crop sprayer, 1 Hewey bench vise, 1 hand flexible grinder, 1 supply mixed
paint, 1 gal., 1 Ford Cultivator, 1 2-row Corn Planter with fertilizer attachment, 1 8-foot
Cultipacker, 1 complete concrete mixer,3-point hitch, 1 Moline Combine, 1 hay loader, front end
attachment, 1 hay thrower for baler, 1 heavy duty chain hoist,1 bench grinder, 1 large tool chest, 1
orchard spray, 1 Supply bolts and other hardware, 1 heavy duty log chain, 1 heavy duty truck
motor and transmIssion,2lawn mowers, 1 steel feed box,2chest type freezer, 1 portable sprayer,
1 portable dishwasher, like new, 1 old sewing machine, 1 Pepsi-Cola drink box, 1 group electric
extension cords, 1 supply heavy duty air hose,6 electric motors,5 HP and up, 1 merchants heavy
duty hand truck, 1 50-gallon barrel roof coating, 2 old churns, 1 antique table and other small
items, 1 complete hospital bed,1 Bradley feed hammer mill.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THIS SALE CONTACT:

ORVIS GRIFFIN OR JOE BEADLES

Joe Beadles Auction & Real Estate
Griffin Realty Company
ORVIS GRIFFIN, Broker

Monday, July Di
Thursday, July U
The Woman's Missionary
The Baptist Women of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet Union of the Blood River Baptist
at the home of Mrs. Albert Cridet Association will hold its quarterly
meeting at the Sinking Spring
at 1:30 p.m.
Baptist Church at ten a.m. Each
is to bring a sack lunch with
one
Friday, July 23
the host church furnishing the
The MSU Faculty Bridge will drinks.
meet in Rooms Three and Four of
Tuesday, July 27
the Student Union Building at The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
7:30 p.m. All members are urged the Tau Phi Lambda sorority will
to attend.
meet at the home of Mrs. Helen
Spann at seven p.m.
The annual meeting of Mt.
Plesant Cemetery will be held at
eleven a.m. Rev. Billy Gallimore
will show slides of the Holy land.
A basket lunch will be served at
Friday, July M
noon.
The Calloway County Youth for
A Swim Party for children Christ will have a retreat at
Baptist
Creek
entering fourth, fifth, and sixth Jonathan
'grades this fall will be held for Assembly for all young people
members of the Oaks Country starting at 2:30 p.m. Friday and
Club from ten am. to one p.m. dosing with the noon meal on
Each member may invite one Saturday, July 31. For reserguest. A charge of twenty-five vations at one dollar each call
cents will be made.Each one is to Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell
Gibson 753-7280, or Rev. Jet-rail
bring a sack lunch.
White 753-5750.
Saturday, July 31
The annual meeting of the
Baltzell Cemetery will be held at
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to
Saturday, July 24
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater,
The annual meeting of the or Mrs. Cletie Black, Murray
Hicks Cemetery will be held from Route One.
seven am. to 12 noon for the
purpose of collecting funds fa
The new look to makeup I
the upkeep.
the natural. For eyebrows, try
using a cotton swab to blend
powder brush-on along the
Swimming party, cookout, and natural lines.
Inspirational services for men
and boys of the Memorial Baptist
Refrigerate instant non-fat
Church will be held at Janathan dry milk after it is combined
Creek Baptist Assembly. The with water. The same care
group will meet at the church at should be given reconstituted
two p.m. The charge is 81.50 for a dry milk as given other fluid
barbecue supper.
products. Do not freeze.

Miss Ellen Collie
To Be Married To
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Collins of
Two
Route
are
the
Murray
Lanny Dale Fisk
baby girl, Jennifer

parents of a
weighing six pounds fifteen
ounces, born on Monday, July 19,
at 3:15 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Sandi, age fourteen months. The
father is employed by Emerson
Electric Company, Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Edward Collins of Murray Route
Two and Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Wyatt of Lynn Grove. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Maggie
Ellison of Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs.Inez Johnson of Chicago, Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. W.G. McCallum of Puryear, Tenn. announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jerry
McWherter, to John Clark Asbell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Asbell of Oakton, Kentucky.
The bride elect is the niece of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hughes of
Murray. She is presently attending Murray State University and
expects to graduate in August and continue her education in
September at Murray State.
The prospective groom is a graduate of Murray State and is
presently doing graduate work there.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, August 7 at the United
Campus Ministry in Murray at two o'clock in the afternoon. A
reception will follow in the social hall. Invitations will not be sent
but all friends and relatives of the couple are cordially invited.

Damara Lynne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David A.
Lanier, 1519 Glendale, Murray,
for their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds fourteen ounces,
born on Monday, July 19, at 4:22
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is teacher of
chemistry at Calloway County
High School and the new mother
is teacher of English and history
at Murray High School.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Lawrence Farmer of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs.!. Huston Lanier of
London. Great grandparents are
Mrs. B. B. Lanier of Texarkana,
Ark., and Mrs. Ernest Wilson of
Evansville, hid.

The marriage of Miss Ellen
Marlene Collie to Lanny Dale
Fisk is planned for the afternoon
of August 15 at New Harmony
Baptist Church. All friends and
relatives are cordially invited to
the three o'clock ceremony and to
the reception following.
New Harmony Baptist Church
Is located six miles west of
Benton on Highway 348, the
Benton-Symsonia
No invitations are
Rating sent
locally.
The bride-to-be is the younger
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. William
Dean Collie of Route Five,
Benton, Fairdealing Community.
She will be a junior at Murray
State University this fall.
Mr. Fisk is the youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Colvin Fisk of
Route Two, Benton, the West
Marshall Community. After
having completed two years at
Paducah Community College, he
will enter Murray State this fall.

A baby girl, Rachel Mae,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, was born to Mr.and Mrs.
Ira Higgins, of Dexter Route One
on Monday, July 19, at 11:41 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed In
Hammond, Ind.
Grandparents are Mrs. Lou
Higgins, and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Mohon, all of Dexter
Route One. Mrs. Beulah Crowder
3f Dexter Route One is a great
Carrots (pint)—Mrs. Paul
Names of the winners in the Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul
Women's Division of the Murray- Paschall, red; Mrs. Sheila Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Wilson and grandmother.
Fuqua, red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, their daughter, Mrs. Donna
Calloway County Fair held last
via, white.
Kelly, entertained with a
week have been released by Mrs. Best Grape Juice—Mrs. Alma white.
parkas Wrather, County Home •oper, blue; Mrs. Paul Soup mixture pint)—Mrs. delightful buffet dinner on
Ixtension Agent, and Mrs. Paschall, red; Mrs. Paul Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul Saturday, July 17, at seven-thirty
Paschall,red; Mrs. Noble Futquie 'clock in the evening at their
Zewell McCMIlon,ebairman of the
, white.
vely home in Louisville in honor
division for the fair. Mrs. Mc- Peach Pet-serves--Mrs. Paul white.
Sweet cucumber pickles of Miss Pamela Kaye Garland
Callon is a member of the Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble
Westside Homemakers Club.
,red; Mrs. Brenda Wyatt, (pint)—Mrs. Paul Paschall, and Leo F. Rogers, whose Descendants of the late Mr. and
blue; Don Hargrove, red; Bob wedding will be an event of
Foods
•te.
Mrs. Dick Smith of Stewart
August 21.
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, Westside Strawberry Preserves—Mrs. Hargrove, white.
Tenn., met at Paris
County,
Sour cucumber pickles(pintl— For the special occasion, Miss
Club, and Mrs. Odell Jarrett, Hugh Gingles, blue; Mrs. Brenda
Park for a reunion
State
Landing
chairmen.
Wyatt, red; Mrs. Brenda Wyatt, Mrs. Hugh Gingles, blue; Mrs. Garland chose to wear from her
18.
Paul Paschall, red.
trousseau a pink...hot pant suit on Sunday, July
Six Whole Wheat Muffins— white.
attending were Mrs.
Those
under
a
Vegetable
maxi
relish
skirt
and a
Mrs. Alma Cooper, blue; Mrs. Other preserve -Ms. Brenda
(pint)—Mrs.
Rosa Braster, Mrs. Jo Ledbetter,
Lorene Wilson, red.
Wyatt, blue; Mrs. Terry Wyatt, Brenda Wyatt, blue; Miss Karen hostesses' gift corsage of pink Mrs. Lucille -McElvoy, Mrs.
Six biscuits—Mrs. Lorene red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white. Alexander, red; Mrs. Paul carnations. Her mother, Mrs.
Smith,
John Eurie Garland of Murray, Elouise Barkeen, Herbert
Wilson, blue; Mrs. Alma Cooper, Fruit marmalade—Mrs. Sheila Paschall, white.
four
Roy
Ford
and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
wore a red and white Butte knit
Clothing
red; Mrs. Nettie Beach, white. avis, blue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Brice
Six cornmeal muffins—Mrs.
; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white. Mrs. Hardiman Miller and ensemble with white accessories,
sons of Clarksville,
Viva Ellis, red; Mrs. Alma Fruit J am—Mrs. Brenda Mrs. Terry Housden of the New and a gift corsage of white car- Smith and
Rebecca Nickolson of
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Providence
Club,
nations.
Mrs.
Lorene
chairmen.
Cooper, blue;
yatt, blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall,
Pontiac, Mich.
Wilson, white.
; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white. Most attractive apron—Mrs. The dinner was served buffet
Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Sheila style from the table overlaid with Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
Six homemade rolls—Mrs. Honey—Bonita Britt, blue.
HarTravis, red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, a pale blue organdy cutwork Scottie Harding, Tommy
Lorene Wilson, blue; Mrs. Blackberries(quart)—Mrs.
Judy
Miss
Tenn.,
Paris,
ding,
cloth
Tommy Locke, red; Mrs. Linda Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul white.
centered
with
an
Best practical kitchen apron— arrangement of blue and white Harding, Martin, Tenn., Mr. and
Feltner, white.
Paschall, red.
Bud Man gr um and
Corn Lightbread—Mrs. Lorene Peaches(quart)—Mrs
Paul Mrs. Hugh Gingles, blue; Mrs. carnations and baby's breath Mrs.
Paula and Tracy,
daughters,
Paul
Paschall,
red;
Mrs.
flanked
Geneva
by blue candles in silver
Wilson, blue; Mrs. Alma Cooper, Paschall, blue; Mrs Noble
Tenn.
Buchanan,
holders.Tables in the living room
red.
',red; Mrs. Hugh Gingles, Feltner, white.
Cotton Dress—Mrs. Geneva were centered with bud vases of The list also included Mrs.
Loaf
bread—Mrs. Paul
Trudy Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Paschall, blue; Mrs. Alma Apples (quern—Mrs. Paul Feltner, blue; Mrs. Sheila blue and white carnations.
daughter,
Travis,
red; Mrs. Nobler.white. The menu consisted of rolled Charles Miller and
Cooper, red; Mrs. Geneva Paschall, blue; Mrs. Hugh
Mrs.
Joe Rob
and
Mr.
Kathy,
Dress-up dress—Mrs. Ethel roast, green beans, scalloped
Feltner, white.
ea, red.
children, Patty,
Sweet rolls—Mrs. Geneva Cherries (quart)—Mrs. Paul Hargis, blue; Mrs. Anna Usrey, potatoes, sliced tomatoes, fruit Miller and
and Jeff, Miss
Feltner,blue; Mrs. Alma Cooper. Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble red; Mrs. Geneva Feltner, white. and vegetable congealed salads, David, Gregg,
Mr. and Mrs.
Garrison,
Cary
Semi-tailored garment—Mrs. homemade ice cream, chocolate
red; Mrs. Lorene Wilson, white. Fuqua, red.
and daughter,
Coffee cake—Mrs. Lorene Pears (quart)—Mrs. Hugh Anna Usrey, blue; Mrs. Geneva fudge cake,carrot cake, hot rolls, David Borders
Kim, Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Parks,
Wilson, blue; Mrs. Alma Cooper, ingles, blue; Mrs. Hugh Feltner, red; Mrs. Anna Usrey, coffee, and tea.
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
white.
red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white. Gingles, white; Mrs. Rob
Child's clothing (girl)—Mrs. Miss Garland and Mr. Rogers Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Beat low-calorie coffee cake—
:-.,red.
Mrs. Lorene Wilson, blue; Mrs. Plums (quart)—Mrs. Noble Anna Usrey, blue; Mrs. Paul were presented with a silver Wrather, and Mr. and Mrs
Almo.
Alma Cooper, red.
Paul Revere bowl as a wedding James H. Belcher,
Fuqua,blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, Paschall, red.
Child's clothing (boy)—Mrs. gift along with a copy of the cook
Best butter cake—Mrs. Tommy
Locke, blue; Mrs. Lorene Wilson, Corn (pint)—Mrs. Brenda Sheila Travis, red; Mrs. Noble book, "Southern Cooking For
red.
Everyday Living" by Billie
Wyatt, blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, Fuqua, white.
Best planned wardrobe—Mrs. Lawrence Wilson (Mrs. Hugo
Sponge cake—Mrs. Lorene red.
Wilson,blue; Mrs.Paul Paschall, Tomatoes (quart)—Mrs. Paul Anna Usrey, blue.
Wilson), published by Carlton
red; Mrs. Alma Cooper, white. Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul Tailored suit or coat—Mrs. Press. Each couple present was
Best candy—Mrs., Lorene Paschall, red; Mrs. Sheila Anna Usrey, blue; Mrs. Sheila also presented
with
an By United Press International
Travis, red.
Wilson, blue; Mrs. i Lorene
autographed copy of the cook
viz, white.
In home canning, there's
Wilson, red; Mrs. Almi Cooper, String beans (quart)—Mrs. Best crocheted baby set—Mrs. book.
many a dip between the garden
white.
Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul Alma Cooper, blue; Mrs. Alma Gary Brock entertained with and the jar. Make sure that all
Best Angel Food Cake—Mrs. Paschall, red; Mrs. Rob Gingles, Cooper, red; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, selections on the piano following utensils, containers and clothes
white.
Lorene Wilson, blue; Mrs. Paul
the dinner.
te.
that come in contact with food
Paschall, red; Mrs. Alma Tomato juice (quart)—Mrs. Best Baby dress—Mrs. Hugh
be as clean as possible. Hot
Cooper, white,
Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Sheila Gingles, blue; Mrs. Hugh Those present were Stephen suds and water will do the
Best Pound cake—Mrs. Viva Travis, red; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, Gingles, red.
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. John trick. After washing and rinsing
Best Hat—Mrs. Noble Fuqua, Draeger, Mr. and Mrs. Gary jars, keep them covered with
Ellis, blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white.
red; Mrs. Alrene Wilson, white. Greens (quart)—Mrs. Paul blue.
Brock,
Mr, and Mrs. Torn hot water until ready to use.
Six cup cakes—Mrs. Nettie Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble Best bag—Mrs. Edna Bogard, Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs. Steven
Beach, blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, Fuqua, red; Mrs. Butes Wilson, blue; Mrs. Edna Bogard, red; Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Mrs. Noble Fuqua, white.
red; Mrs. Alma Cooper, white. white.
Griffin, Chuck Wilson, Mr. and
Be sure to read care
Home Furnishings
Best Gelatin Cake-- Mr s English Peas (pint)—Mrs.
Mrs. Eurie Garland, the honored instructions that come with
Mrs. Bobby Wilson of the couple, and the hosts.
Lorene Wilton, blue; Mrs. Alma Noble Fuqua, blue.
any small Of major appliance.
After Iftrtting how to operate
Progressive
Club,
Mrs.
Pat
Cooper, red.
Beets (pint)—Mrs. Norma
Family Dinner
them most effKiently, you also
Canning
Harrell, blue; Mrs. Paul Bogard and Mrs. Jerry Don
Mrs. James Puckett and Mrs. Paschall, red; Mrs. Paul Butler, Westside Club, chairmen. On Sunday at five o'clock in the will save time using the
bedspread—Mrs. afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Jame. uggested method of cleaning.
Crocheted
Anton Herndon of the New Paschall, white.
blue.
Frank Rogers, parents of Leo F
Paschall,
Paul
Providence Club, chairmen.
Lima Beans (pint)—Mrs. Paul
Jelly—Mrs: Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble Coda illt—Myrie King, blue; Rogers,entertained with a dinnei
Apple
Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul Fuqua, red; Mrs. Hugh Gingles, Mrs. Pan! Paschall, red; Mrs. at their home in Covington.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs
Alma Cooper, white.
Paschall, red; Mrs. Sheila white.
Change the breakfast pace
Travis. white.
Okra (quart)—Mrs. Paul Cotton quilt (modern ap- Eurie Garland, Johnnie Garland
chilled applesauce for the
with
Jelly—Cindy
Ronnie
Berkley,
Garland,
)—Reachie
blue;
Miss
Blackberry
Rhonda
aschall, blue; Mrs. Paul plique
It's a pleasing contralti to
Fruit.
Wanda Crutcher, white; Mrs. Jane Garland, Miss Pamela
Garrison. blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, red.
Nutmeg
Kaye Garland, Leo F. Rogers, hot breakfast foods.
Paschall. red; Mrs. Nettie Squash I pint)—Meleia Spann, Alma Cooper, red.
and cinnamon can he used for
and
the
hosts,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
lue ; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, white;
Beach. white.
added flavor.
Continued on Page Sts
Rogers.
Jelly—Mrs. Paul
Other
s. Paul Paschall, red.

A number of friends and
relatives dropped by or sent
cards and gifts. Those attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Loman
Coleman of Michigan, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Anderson of
Murray,Mrs. Jewell Witty, sister
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Sills of Mrs. Sills, and Mr. and Mrs
celebrated their 50th wedding Gaines Scott of Michigan.
anniversary on Saturday, July 17,
in their home at New Concord.
Their children present for the
event were Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Stahl and
Sills, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard daughters, Christine
and
Thumaway, Murray, and Mrs. Stephanie, of West Point, New
Letitia Smitherman with a friend, York, are visiting her brother,
C. T. Ratliff, from Hayti, Mo. Ted Delaney and Mrs. Delaney,
Their grandchildren and great Dodson Avenue.
grandchildren present were Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Manley, Hayti, Miss Donna Murphy of Murray
Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Will Edd is attending a special school in
Dunnaway and son, Michael Huntington, New York, for a
Shane, Murray,and Mr. and Mrs. week. She is remedial reading
Sam Lawson and sons, Sammy teacher at Atkins-Porter School
and Steven, of Portageville, Mo. at Paris, Tenn.
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Winners In Seven Categories Of Women's Division Bridal Couple Is
Honored At Dinner
Are
Released
Fair
Of Murray-Calloway County
At The Wilson Home

Vestease puts it all together for you! You get the great layered look in
one easy put-on. Plus the no-upkeep pleasures on nylon tricot and the
no-cling freedom of Antron' 1. Plus the coolest tricolor combos
around. Vestease Gown, XS-S-M-1., $9. Pajama, 32 to 38, $12.
Coat, 10 to 18, $15. Scuffs, $4.

Stripes or soli
fashion colors
polyester blen

The Happy Yellow Store
On The Good Ole Court Square
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Mr. and
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ROSES
Prices Good Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun. - July 22-25
LARGE ASSORTMENT

One Group MENS

3

2.97 to 4 97

0/
/0
OFF

Most Fantastic

SHORTS

Reg. '2.99

Reg. 52.99

Sale Ever!!

30% STRAWmENS HATS
Shop These and
Many Other Great
pedals DurIngOu
Clearance Said

99 to 3 99

%
OFF

FAMOUS BRAND NAME SUMMER

3O

0..//0

OFF

LADIES SPORTSWEAR

GIRL'S CROP TOP

SHORTS TOPS

SKIR1S

40

SHORTS
Short sleeve in cotto Reg. 59 to '2.07
& polyester for easy car
0
0/
Stripes and solids.
OFF

/0
0
OFF

SHORT SETS

75% Orlon Acrylic
25% Stretch Nylon
Assorted Colors
3 IIP $ 1

S899

0
0/

BOYS

SWIM TRUNKS

/0
5O 0

22" POWER

CHAISE LOUNGE

MOWER
Reg. '64.

Strong tubular aluminum
frame with colorful green
and white plastic webbing.

Reg. '6.94
$4894
2 h.p. Briggs &
/
• 31
Stratton Engine
• Throttle Control on Handle
• Easy Start
• Side Chute Grass
Discharge

Reg. 51.76
GIRLS

SHORTS
Wide Elastic Waist for
Better Fit
100% Cotton
Solids and prints

CONVERSE

SUMMER
CASUALS
Re.. '3.94

Reg. 3 pr. 93'
BUY 3 PAIR...

SPECIAL GROUP

LADIES SKIRTS
Reg. '3.94 to '5.99

OFF

ONE GROUP

GIRL'S
FOLDING ALUMINUM

Similar To Illustration
Mesh In Beige or White

HANDBAGS

HOT PANT
Reg '3'9 to

LADIES CASUAL SHOES

ONE GROUP
LADIES

Reg '1.97 to '5.92

LADIES

MEN'S SOCKS

Stripes or solids in the
fashion colors. Cotton &
polyester blend.

/0
0
OFF

ONE GROUP

ONE GROUP
BOY'S & JR. BOYS

SHIRTS
$ 1 58
newest

11.88

Reg. '3.99 to

LADIES
MEN'S SHIRTS DRESSES

Regular '1.97
BOY'S SHORT SLEEVE

Reg. 991

OFF

SHORT SETS

ONE GROUP

Bright Colors in Summer prints.
Permanent press.
Buy Several at This Low Price!

Reg. 51.99

0/0/
40

PANT SUITS

SHORT SETS

Stripes, solids and checks in
bright, easy care, permanent
press fabric.

BRADLEY * DON KENNY
HILTON HEAD TRISSI * XTROVERT

SMART, STYLISH

REG. TO '4.95

Reg.
$3.99

BERMUDA SHORTS

ONE TABLE

LADIES HOT PANTS

Denims,
Cottons,
Blends

LADIES

OFF

Reg

SCOOTER SKIRTS ARE
GREAT FOR Summer wear,
comfortable yet attractive.

Wear with shorts, skirts or
pant suits. Colors that will
coordinate with any outfit.

MEN S CUE Off

?eg '3 57 to '3.97

LADIES SCOOTER SKIRTS

LADIES BLOUSES

WALKING SHORTS
Reg

LADIES

DRESSES

60
50.1 3F

OFF

ONE

Req.

LADIES

REG. 1.96 to '5

BREEZE BOX, FAN
• 2 Speeds
• Reversible
• Use on Floor,
Table or In Window
REG. '12.97

ALL SUMMER
SPORTSWEAR
MUST G011

BLOUSES

60 0%F

ONE RACK

GIRL'S

PANT SUITS
Polyester Cottons
Several Styles

1.99 to '5.99

F

A Great Saving
for Every Member'
of the Family!!

60/0
/

OFF

eq. c3.88 to '8.00
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STAR TALK

Nader is
on fire
with ideas
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

h

Q. -A recent Gallup poll
March, 1971 shows that Ralph
Nader is better known to Americans than most movie stars. Is
he for real?"
A. Yes, Virginia. there is a
Ralph Nader. Stories of his
honesty and simplicity are
legion. We are regaled in the
press with such tidbits as the
fact that Nader owns no car,
lives in a Spartan rented room
and hails a taxi, even as you
and 1.
Here is a man who earns
$100,000 annually in lecture
fees, yet plows back 95 per cent
of it into his crusades for the
consumer.
Does he sound too good to be
true? Pull up your chairs and
give the stars a listen. It is the
horoscope which describes the
true inner man, with all those
qualities which may not be evident at first glance.
His Sun is in Pisces and, in
repose, Nader's face holds the
wistful expression common to
this zodiac sign. This man
could be concealing inner feelings of inadequacy when he
goes on the warpath. For good
or ill. Sun here points to a rebel.
Actress Elizabeth Taylor was
also born on Feb. 27.
Nader is a Piscean, but not
one of your timid, aquarium
goldfish. Instead, think of him
as a fighting tarpon, a -Silver
King" in shining armor. When
he darts into the backwaters of
American industry, he makes
the corporate giants leap like
startled bass.
Each of us is a product of all
the planets, each planet acting
much like a musical instrument. Mars comes on like a
13-ass horn, blaring that Nader
was born to put things — and
people — to their most severe
test. Like the zealous music
critic. he lust naturally wants
to examine and grade your performance, whether you are an
auto maker or an oil refiner.
Mercury. a silvery flute,
tootles that our man is a pioneer in new thinking and a true
champion of the underdog.
Uranus is in Aries; its
ominous drumbeats bring the
message that Nader may once
have had a real struggle over
personal ethics, yet emerged a
Winner.

Pluto's chimes are so faint
and far away, we have to strain
to catch them, yet they are essential to this composition.
Mary Baker Eddy had her Sun
here. Pluto describes an author-reformer.
Listen for the string section,
soft at first, then insistent, and
you have Nader's Moon in Leo.
The man is on fire with his convictIOn.S.
The sweet sound of harp
strings tells us Neptune is adding its beauty to the score. Neptune in Nader's marriage house
indicates he may marry a
Kenius —or a problem drinker.
The dramatic chords of a
izrand piano suit Jupiter, and
Nader has Jupiter with the
fixed star, Spica. This foretells
success.
Venus is a violin, warm and
urgent. Placed in Aquarius, it
sings of a man who must be
held close with open hands.
Jealousy would repel him.
Saturn is a bass viol; its

HONOLULU(UPI)- Hawaii
has a large supply of males for
dates. According to state statistics for 1970, there were
24,564 more single men than
women in the islands.

Keeping calm helps
treat rattlesnake bite
There are very few areas of
the United States which are not
considered "rattlesnake COUIItry." And in the field of rattlesnake lore, facts are often few
and far between.
But to any hiker or camper
who ventures out of a major
metropolitan area In the United
States, the facts can mean life
or death. There are many
species of rattlesnake and they
range from coast to coast and
from northern Canada to Mexico and beyond.
Rattlers have turned up in a
lot of strange places. There is a
lady still living in a wooded
suburb of Los Angeles who
habitually leaves her television
on during the day. Late one
afternoon she plopped herself
down in a chair for a short rest
before continuing her chores.
She thought she noticed a new
decoration on the top of the TV
set.
Upon closer inspection she
found the decoration was a 5foot western diamond rattlemake basking in the warmth of
the TV set. She backed off
quietlt and called the Police.
who came out and shot the
creature. Apparently the snake
had come inside to Find warmth
on a chilly day and settled down
in the warmest place he could
find — on top of the always-on
television.
How then can a person protect himself from rattlers if
they are found nearly everywhere outside of metropolitan
areas? With a few facts stored
conveniently away in his mind,
the threat of death from snakebite is considerably lessened.
Even the chances of being bitten are eased with a little
knowledge.
For instance, the late Raymond L Ditrnars, author of
several books on snakes and
reptiles, reports that no rattlesnake will attack a human unless severely provoked.
Simply giving the make a
chance to escape will solve the
problem easily. Often when a
hiker comes upon an angrily
buzzing rattler, his own fearful
movement causes the snake to
strike, whereas had he only
backed off slowly, the make
would have been more than
happy to go his own way.
Even the actual bite needn't
create panic. Glitter Laboratories, a firm with extensive
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Fedders Air-Conditioners
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as low as
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

44

t
Chestnut Street
I
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2571 I I
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Paschall, blue,
Flowers
Mrs. Franklin Robinson, Mrs.
Continued from Page Four
M. D. Hassell, and Mrs. Robert
Antique quilt—Mrs. Alma Hill, all of Progressive Club, and
Mrs. Graham Feltner, Penny
Cooper, blue.
Club,
chairmen.
cases—Mrs.
Paul
Pillow
a ith
Artificial
Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul Teapot
Paschall, red; Renee Sledd, Arrangement—Donna Sledd,
:.lue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, red;
white.
Pillow cases (lace trim)—Mrs. Lorate Wilson, white.
Bottle with Artificial flowers—
Paul Paschall, blue; Mrs. Paul
Paschall, red; Norma Paschall, Joy Young, blue; Mrs. Paul
Paschall, red; Mrs. Paul
white.
Pillow cases (drawn work)—, Paschall, white.
Artificial All white flowers—
Mrs. Paul Paschall, blue;
Geneva Feltner, red; Mrs. Noble Mrs. Paul Paschall, blue; Joy
Young, red; Lorene Wilson,
Fuqua, white.
Pillow cases (drawn work- white.
color —Mrs. Paul Paschall, Artificial Roses—Mrs. Charlie
bide; Mrs. Paul Paschall, red. Stubblefield, blue; Mrs. Paul
Tablecloth (llneri)—Mrs. Noble Paschall, red; Lorene Wilson,
NOLA H. LEWIS, Murray, receives a certificate tram Jesse
Fuqua,blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white.
Stuart for completing Murray State University's third annual
red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white. Arrangement with driftwood—
Creative Writing Workshop Friday. The three-week
Luncheon (set of 4)—Mrs. Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, blue; Jesse Stuart
courses in the novel, the short story, the article,
session
included
Mrs.
Noble
Fuqua,
red;
Mrs.
Hugh Gingles, blue; Mrs. Paul
and the poem. Mr.Stuart taught the short story class. Mrs. Lewis,
Paschall,red; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, Paul Paschall, white.
Artificial fruit and flowers— 1627 Farmer Ave., is a retired teacher.
white.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley).
Mrs.
Paul Paschall, blue; Joy
Crocheted rug—Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, Young, red; Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, white.
red.
Braided rug—Mrs. Noble Paper Arrangement—Mrs.
Noble Fuqua, blue; Lorene
Fuqua, blue.
Best Sofa Pillow—Sara Von- Wilson, red.
schoeck, blue; Mrs. Alma Arrangement of flowers with
LONDON — A cleanup camCooper, red; Mrs. Alma Cooper, thread—Lorene Wilson, blue;
Lorene Wilson, red; Mrs. Noble paign at the Vauxhall Motors'
white.
Styling and engineering center
Crocheted tablecloth—Mrs. Fuqua, white.
Burlap Arrangement—Mrs. almost caused a strike when
Noble Fuqua, blue.
by Clark
200 draftsmen found their nude
Crewel embroidery pillow— Charlie Stubblefield, blue; pinups had disappeared overKinnaird
Lorene Wilson, red; Bennie
Mrs. Noble Fuqua, blue.
night.
Crewel emboidery picture— Phillips, white.
The draftsmen were furious.
Arrangement of Gladioli—Mrs.
Mrs. Noble Fuqua, blue.
Earl Warford, blue; Lorene Hurried talks between manArt
agement and their union, reMrs. Wayne Garrison and Mrs. Wilson, red; Geneva Feltner, sulted in their pinups being re. "D ELLO WS are
made in
white.
Van Futrell of the Sunnyside
turned.
.1j many different forma,"
Arrangement
of
Roses—Mary
chairmen.
Qub,
an old cyclopedia found it exTempest
Painting (OM—Mrs. Inez Hamilton, blue;
pedient to explain. "The usual
Scientists
using
Paschall,
red;
Mrs.
Paul
laser
Dailey,
beams
one being the small hand-bet-'
Goodman, blue; Mrs. J. C.
.
have
been
able
to judge earth. lows, an ornamented example
Goodman, red; Mrs. J. C. white.
Arrangement of Summer moon distance to within 5.8 of which is shown in the cut,
Goodman, white.
inches, says National Geo- used for promotion of combusRefinishing Picture frame— Mums—Tempest Paschall, blue; graphic.
tion of a household fire."
Mrs. Noble Fuqua, red; Lorene
Mrs. Noble Fuqua, blue.
The cut shows one from,
Wilson,
white.
Best selected picture in simple
17th century France, when
Redd,
red;
Dawn
Arrangement
Sledd,
white.
of
Zinnias—
frame—Geneva Feltner, blue;
Canada and the Mississippf
Three different &habits (in Valley were being colonized
Mrs. Hugh Gingles, red; Mrs. Tempest Paschall, blue; Geneva
by -1
Feltner, red; Geneva Feltner, coke bottle)—Mrs. Noble Fuqua, French, Though of leather.
Noble Fuqua, white.
wood,
Mrs.
Noble
white.
blue;
Fuqua,
red;
and
hand
-made
brads,
Antique painted picture
it is not usual. The wood-carvMarigolds— Mrs. Homer Bazzell, white.
frame—Mrs. Hugh Gingles, blue. Arrangement
Three different roses (in coke ing is extraordinary in detail.
Antique painted furniture— Tempest Paschall, blue; Geneva
This writer found, long ago. .
Feltner, red; Tempest Paschall, bottle )—Patricia Hamilton, blue;
Norma Paschall, blue.
one with a superb portrait of
white.
Mrs.
Paul
Daily,
red;
Dawn
Crewel embroidery—Ruth
Queen Elizabeth I carved upon
a bellows-board. With leather'
Futrell, blue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, Arrangement of Old Fashioned Sledd, white.
Flowers—Mrs. Earl Warford, Single dahalia in coke bot- replaced it still works effired.
Textile painting—Martha blue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, red; tle)—Mrs. Paul Dailey, blue; ciently in a what could be',
Mrs. Noble Fuqua, red; Lorene termed a temperaturemental,/o Armstrong, blue; Edna Bogard, Geneva Feltner, white.
fireplace
Wilson,
Arrangement
white.
for
dinner
:0I91
white.
red; Edna Bogard,
table—Mrs.
Flowering
Noble
Shrub
Lgg
Fuqua,
(in
blue;
coke
Ceramic—Edna Bogard, blue;
Norma Paschall, red; Martha Tempest Paschall, red; Geneva bottle)—Mrs. Earl Warford,
Feltner, white.
blue; Geneva Feltner, red; Dawn
Armstrong, white.
Arrangement of all foliage— Sledd, white.
Handkraft
ilea.. George Holland, Mrs. Tempest Paschall, blue; Geneva Miniature Arrangement (5"
Mike Cherry, and Mrs. Max Feltner, red; Geneva Feltner, and under(—Tempest Paschall,
blue; Lorene Wilson, red;
'howdy of the Sunnyside Club, white.
Most Unusual arrangement— Tempest Paschall, white.
chairmen.
Aluminum tray—Edna Bogard, Mrs. Earl Warford, blue; Mrs. Best Specimen of white, yellow
blue; Mrs. Graham Feltner, red; Noble Fuqua, red; Stacy Adams, & lavender Mum—Mrs. Noble
white.
Fuqua, blue; Mrs. Homer BazMartha Armstrong, white.
Wooden tray—Mrs. Paul African Violet (any kind)— zell, red; Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble Tempest Paschall, blue; J. P. white.
This design was
Fuqua, red; Mrs. Hugh Gingles, Paschall,red; Tempest Paschall, Perennial phlox—Mrs. Paul
duplicated on opwhite.
Dailey,
blue;
Tempest
Paschall,
posits side of wood
white.
Non-flowering
house plant— red; Renee Sledd, white.
and leather chamWoven baskets—Mrs. Hugh
ber forming valve
Gingles, blue; Mrs. Hugh Renee Sledd, blue; Dawn Sledd, Arrangement of dahalias—
for forcing comGingles,red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, red; Tempest Paschall, white. Mrs. Noble Fuqua, blue; Mrs.
bustion in fireHybrid Rose (in coke bottle)— Noble Fuqua, red; Geneva
white.
place from sparks.
Mary
Hamilton,
Feltner,
white.
blue;
Terry
Picnic
Bottom
Wooden
Basket—Mrs. Hugh Gingles,
blue; Mrs. Paul Paschall, red.
Swedish Weaving—Bennie
Phillips, blue; Bennie Phillips,
red; Mrs. Paul Paschall, white.
Woven articles—Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, blue.
Knitted afghan—Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, blue; Mrs. Graham,
Feltner, red.
Crochet afghan—Norma
Paschall, blue; Myrle King, red;
Mrs. Hugh Gingles, white.
Woven stole—Mrs. Hugh
Gingles, blue.
Crochet stole—Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, blue; Mrs. Graham
Feltner, red.
Knitted Wool Stole—Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, blue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua
red; Mrs. Hugh Gingles, white
Knitted TV Slippers—Mrs
Hugh Gingles, blue; Mrs
Graham Feltner, red.
Knitted sweaters—Norma
Harrell, blue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua.
red; Mrs. Bobby Lane, white.
Needlepoint—Mrs. Rot
Gingles, blue; Mrs. Hugh
Gingko, red; Mrs. Rob Gingles,
white.
Cross Stitch articles—Mrs.
Paul Paschall, blue; Joy Young,
red; Gladys Brown, white.
Crochet—Mrs. Paul Paschall,
blue; Mrs. Ethal Hargis, red; Jo
Ann Burkeen, white.
Cane Bottom chairs—Ruth
Futrell, blue; Ruth Futrell, red.
Hong Kong Stool or Chair—
Mrs, Hugh Gingles, blue; Norma,
Paschall, red; Mrs. Hugh
Gingles, white.
Tote Bag—Bennie Phillips
blue; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, red.
DeCoupage—Martha Arm
strong, blue; Martha Armstrong
red ; Mrs. Hugh Gingles, white.
Candle Holders—Ruth Futrell
blue.
Racks—Norma
luggage
Paschall, blue; Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, red.
Yardstick holder—Orva Boyd
blue ; Bennie Phillips, red; Orva
Boyd, white.
Yarn Pictures—Norma

Winners .

somber notes portray a perfectionist who believes in his own
destiny.
All these instruments join in.
The ritstitt? To some it is a
harsh, unpleasant melody. To
others, it may seem a rhapsody. 'Gore Vidal advocates
Nader for president in the current Esquire.
To an astrologer, this is
clearly the chart of a superstar.
We believe he will be on the
scene, and in the headlines, for
some time to come.
For those feminine readers
who pine over Nader's unmarried status. the stars offer
hope..In seven or eight years,
he may well meet the greatest
love of his life. Take heart.
ladies!
Singles(female) paradise

By JOHN EMIG
Copley News Service
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experience in treating snakebites, reports that only 10 to 25
per cent of all rattlesnake bites
in this country are fatal even if
no treatment of any kind is administered. This fact has probably done much to aid the fame
of many "home remedies," including potassium permanganate and whisky.
Armed with the knowledge
that a rattler's bite doesn't
mean certain death, the victim
can sit down and plan the best
course of action for his particular set of circumstances.
If the victim has a snakebite
kit, and there are several good
ones on the market, his chances
are vastly improved.
The first step in using a
snakebite kit is to read the directions carefully. Without the
aid of directions many people
have done as much harm as
any snake slashing around with
a razor blade or sharp knife.
Small, shallow cuts on the fang
marks and gentle suction using
the rubber cups provided in the
kit are best. There is a small
vial of antiseptic which is applied to the skin before cutting
and to the suction cups to make
them stick to the skin while
they're doing their yob.
Everyone who has -been
taught anything at all about the
treatment of rattlesnake tites
knows that is is important to
place a tourniquet between the
bite and the heart of the victim.
Many first aid manuals still of-

fer this advice. However, Cutter Laboratories recommends
a lymph constrictor instead of a
tourniquet.
The only difference between
the two is the amount of pressure applied. The purpose of a
lymph constrictor is not to stop
the flow of blood in the veins
but rather to restrict the swelling of the lymph glands just below the skin.
If the lymph constrictor,
which need not be the one in
the kit — a tie or soft belt will
work just as well — causes pain
or leaves the limb numb,then it
is too tight and should be
loosened. A properly applied
lymph constrictor will just dent
the skin.
Without a snakebite kit the
problem becomes more serious
but there still is no reason for
panic. Steps can still be taken
to aid the victim. A lymph constrictor can be made of any soft
material and suction can be applied with the mouth.
Whatever else he does, the
vIctirn of the rattler's fangs
must try to keep calm. If he has
to travel to receive aid, then he
should do it slowly and with lots
of short rests.
ineaYictint.is alci0e and the
ilite is jOi a-place-on his body
that makes oral suction impossible, his torso for example, he
must remember that slow calm
movement will do more good
than a whole team of doctors
can ever do if he runs to them.

QUESTIONS WOMEN ASK

Years are fruitful
after 'change'
By ELEANOR B.
RODGE1FtSON,M.D.
Copley News Service
Q. My periods are irregular
now. My friends tell me I am
probably going through the
"change." I feel so terrible.
Can anything be done to help?
A. There are a lot of reasons
for doing something to help.
Women tend to live 20 years or
more beyond their childbearing
decades. They can live fruitful
lives these years. They can
continue the work they began
before they became housewives. The can share in the
household expenses, give their
husbands a boost, and maybe
add a few years to his life. They
can stop worrying about their
children and grandchildren. Interests outside themselves can
relieve depression.
If the doctor finds no contraindications, added estrogens, hormones, will make a
woman feel better and increase
her ambition.

hormone, and a different kind
of a cyst is made. This eventually shrinks down again to a
Sear.

If the covering of the ovary is
thick, the egg may not be able
to break through and the cyst
remains.
Occasionally there are congenital cysts. Tissue grows
from cells that did not change
before birth. Bits of teeth may
be present and can be visualized on X-ray.
Now and then a cyst grows to
a size that fills the abdomen
and is mechanically uncomfortable. Now and then a cyst is
cancerous. Whenever a cyst is
suspected, it is watched for
change and removed when
necessary.
Q. Will I get cancer from
birth control pills?
A. Series of cases are being
studied and observations made
on the incidence of uterine cancer in women taking birth control pills. One study, published
in England, seemed to implicate the -pill" a little. Other
studies, however, point to fewer cases of carcinoma in women taking birth control pills.
The general concensus of opinion is that they do not cause
cancer. The important point
here is that a woman should report any abnormalities, be
shecked over at regular intervals, and have her Pap test
made yearly or as often as the
doctor feels there are indications for it

Q. What does a cyst on the
ovary mean'
A. A cyst is a small sack
usually containing fluid. Many
ovaries have small cysts
caused by or left over from the
normal process of ovulation. A
woman is born with thousands
of eggs in her ovaries. These
are all she will ever have and
are more than enough During
her lifetime the will only use a
small percentage of these.
After a menstrual period, an
egg and the tissue around it begin to develop, its layers secreting a liquid containing estrogen, a hormone This tiny
cyst comes to the surface of the
A public service film about
ovary, forming a sort of blob or the role (if school libraries in
quality education, entitled
blister and,about the middle of
Ccititere:
the cycle, ruptures through. '
What's Happening", is odailable
The egg is extruded, ready for
from Encyclopedia Britannica,
fertilization. Other cells now
Inf., Chicago.
secrete progesterone, another

r„

Vanishing pin-ups
creates headaches

Hin OLD
KEEPSAKES

THEY'LL FIND YOU A HOME!
WE'LL FINANCE IT!
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Republicans talk
of campaign jobs

Bowling, the popular sport
when he announced that no
enjoyed by over 40-million
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
member of his Cabinet would
Americans, has been chosen as
Copley News Service
function in an active role durthe fourth sport to be singled out
ing an election campaign.
with its own U. S. Com- WASHINGTON - In the Johnson's
motive was to knock
memorative postage stamp.
well-organized and smoothly the props out of a
potential
The stamp will be issued functioning presidential cam- presidential bid by then AtAugust 21 in Milwaukee as a part paign conducted by Richard torney General Robert Kenof the 7th World Tournament of Nixon in 1968 there was always nedy.
the Federation Internationale a handful of •'inside" aides
Republicans who follow the
des Quilleurs (International aboard press planes which course of the reelection effort
Bowling Federation) being held shuttled the entourage from
even though there is no formal
city to city.
organization as such within the
there from August 20-23.
Their
job
to
was
meet
report- Nixon power structure)say it is
Designed by George Giusti, the
bowling commemorative will ers on an informal basis, dis- too early to tell who will be
appear as an embossed stamped cuss issues, and, hopefully, swinging axes for their side
clarify Nixon's stand on any next year.
envelope, red in color, and with a
matter in question. One of the
Since no Cabinet member is
ball, pin,
and the letter most popular, knowledgeable
considered vice presidential
"BOWLING" raised.
and available GOP insiders
In
almost . 200 years of during that tour was Melvin R. timber, GOP sources see no
reason why the Cabinet should
American postal service, there Lau-d, then a Wisconsin
con- not be a full-time participant.
have been very few com- gressman.
memoratives honoring sports. With skeletal planning now
Around Republican circles
Several have saluted the various under way for Nixon's reelec- there also is talk about whether
Olympic games, but only tion campaign it is certain that Nixon will give the go-ahead to
baseball, basketball and college many Republicans who helped an intensified campaign to defootball previously have been elect the President and are now feat senators out of favor with
singled out for this honor.
in his employ will be called on the White House. The heavy atMoreover, it will be the first for assistance next year. The tack on such former senators
time since 1932 that a com- President, however, will have as Albert Gore of Tennessee
memorative stamped envelope to be delicate in determining and Charles Goodell of New
York drew mixed reaction
will be isssued in both the large who gets the jobs.
Laird, who relishes the give within the rank and file in 1970
and small sizes.
"We feel deeply honored with a and take of domestic political even though both efforts to depose were successful.
commemorative for our sport," campaigns, obviously is out as
If the President wants to
says Mrs. Alberta E. Crowe, a campaign spear carrier bepresident of the 3-million cause the secretary of defense repeat his plan next year member Woemn's International traditionally takes no part in with the eye of shaving a
partisan activities. The same is Democratic edge in the Senate
Bowling Congress.
true for Secretary of State Wil- - the logical targets would be
"This stamp will emphasize
liam Rogers.
Fred Harris of Oklahoma,
that bowling is a wonderful lifeThose looking ahead to the Walter Mondale of Minnesota
time sport for people of all 1972 effort now wonder
if Nixon and David Gambrel' of
ages."
will follow the lead established Georgia.
Frank K. Baker, Executive by Lyndon Johnson in 1964
Republicans would like to
Secretary-Treasurer of the
key on those potential swing
American Bowling Congress, A
seats, but must measure their
which has a 4.5 million nab
manpower and money with the
-r
membership, agrees.
knowledge that such Republi"This recognition with the
cans as Mart Hatfield of Orestamp is a great thrill for all of
gon, Howard Baker of Tennesus," Baker says."It really puts Arthur A. Azar of Beltone see and Charles Percy of Illithe spotlight on bowling as the Hearing Center, 700 Jefferson nois are expected to have rough
country's most popular
par- Street, Paducah, the local campaignisineit fall.
authorized dealer for Beltone
ticipant sport."
Spotlight it will. Millions of the Electronics Corporation, has
bowling commemorative en- received a bronze plaque in honor
velopes will be sent out to the of his 15 years service with
28,000 post offices across the Beltone.
nation. And for the first time in
history the U. S. Postal Service The award was presented by
will offer to print return ad- David H. Barnow, executive vice
_ ,president of Chicago-based
dresses on bulk fr." °I eiVeltone, world leader in hearing Bastes'
strtkey, ovniefof
commemorative etIvelope.
Commemorative stamps are aids and electronic hearing test Bilbrey's Home and Auto Store,
announced today that the last five
not chosen by the U. S. Postal Instruments.
days of his "wall-to-wall" sale
Service. The Citizens Stamp
The plaque pays special tribute will be held from
Friday through
Advisory Committee, made up of to the dedication the dealer
has next Wednesday.
distinguished Americans,
demonstrated to persons in his
screensome 30,000 requests to area who suffer from impaired Bilbrey said that all yellow sale
tags will be marked down an
choose a coveted 15 or 20 subjects hearing.
additional 10 per cent with the
to be saluted each year.
exception of electronic equipAmong other commemoratives
ment such as TV's, stereos, tape
issued in 1971 were stamps Compulsory sex education
players, etc., guns and wheel
saluting blood donors, the White for schools in Denmark
goods.
House Conference on Youth,
COPENHAGEN (UPI)He also announced the winners
CARE, and Ernie Pyle, the Compulsory sex education will
popular
war correspondent
begin in Danish state schools of the prizes which were given
killed during World War II.
in August as a result of legis- away during the first part of his
lation passed by Parliament. sale
Following are the prize winners
A directive to school ofNickel Koops Its Cool
ficials said the move had four with their prizes: Linda Stalls,
Containers and transporting aims: to avoid "uncertainty bedroom suite; Mrs. Jessie
facilities for cryogenic liquids- and fear which could give the Johnson, dinnette suite; Obera
usually liquefied gases with tem- pupils problems": to
Britten, two Goodyear tires;
peratures ranging down to an understanding give them Martha Barnett,
of
the
four piece
re-400 degrees Fahrenheit and lationship
between sex and love; Revere Set; Mrs. Benton Mullins,
lower - are often fabricated of
an alloy called 9 per cent nickel to give each pupil the chance barbeque oven grill; Howard
steel. The nickel addition enables to find a way of sex life best Webb, GE vacuum cleaner;
the alloy to retain its toughness suited to his personality, and Jerry Owen, GE electric skillet;
and ductility at these temper- to stress the importance of a 0. L. Hale, GE blender; Mrs.
atures, at which normal alloys sense of responsibility in sexual Lary Hale, GE steam iron;
would shatter like glass.
relations.
Gladys Jarrett, GE mixer.

LAST FIVE BIG DAYS!
10% Off
This Means 10% Off

Advertised Prices!

/
hicy
WO.
10
WO

TOOTH BRUSH

$2.19

TO YS

SALE

00

TOOLLSSALE!

SAVE
•

18.95
8.98
$9.95
19.95

ALL TOO

NOW

97c

2-Speed - Push Button

- Guns3tWheel Goods and Large
Kitchen Appliances

•

HAIR DRYER

IRON
$1.11 :II.%

GARDEN
HOSE

TVs - Stereos - Tape Players, etc.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
PROFESSIONAL

SAVE $4.98
STEAM DRY

75 FEET GOODYEAR

Except . .

SAYE $4.00

SAYE
GE GIFTS

SAVE $1.58

Yellow Tag Prices

PORTABLE

$19.11 $731

SAVE $5.110
Portable

WAS $3.35

SAVE $2.00

KITCHEN CLOCK

CLEANER
Sale $9.81 $W
1415

$1.11

ON SALE

LARGE SELECTION
ASSORTED TOOLS
FOR THE HANDYMAN
LAST SALE PRICE 99c

GE Toaster
'4.00-14.77
Big Ben Alarm
4.00 ..$4•97
Arvin Ironing Board $4.98 -84.97
20" Fan
$5.00-$14.77

10% OFF

if

and More

* HOME SPECIALS *

Artificial Bait

ii

/
1 2 Off

Was 5319.95
SALE $27

ON ALL
FISHING EQUIPIAENT

BUY ONE AT REGULAR
PRICE
AND RECEIVE SECOND
I same oricel
FOR

RIDING MOWER
25 inch

Sale '10"

"I

Sale

ALL

cut
Briggs-Stratton

was $19.98

WITH SPOUT
WAS

Save O&M
MTD 5 HP

G E Elec.

PICNIC JUG

'tzar Receives
Service Award

Bilbrey Sale To
Continue For
Five More Days

Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Yellow Tag Prices

SAYE Ftc
GALLON

WAS $4.98

$2.91

Sale

GOODFYEAR
4-PLY NYLON CORD "ALL-WEATHER Mir'
RAIN-C114111CK
6 SO.13 111180...all
Tvbells. Pat 51 75
Fed Es Tas snel
cod toe

Hiding is

Whitewall 53 50 more

BLACK WALLS
Any of these sizes $
7.75x 14 e 7 1St 15
1125x14

BLACKWALLS

NO substitute
for a PROfessionally planned
INSURANCE PROgram I
Like th• foolish Ostrich. SOME insurance agents MIT to hide when you need certain kinds
of coverage. They pretend you aren't there when you need help on a spacial insurance
problem, and hope you'll go away. You WILL, too, to another insurance agent, and another.
Save yourself ALL of that by dealing with your Independent Insueenc• Agent FIRST. He
represents MANY insurance corripani•s. so special coverage is no problem to him and no
problem for you. Every insurance need you have can be planned into one program. Your
Independent Insurance Agent is • PROlassional full-coverage planner, drawing from the
resources of the entire industry to serve you FIRST PROtecting everything you work for.
LET the others hid•. See YOUR Independent Insurance Agent NOW.

youis
itioraxe AGENT

WE PROTECT EVERYTHING YOU WORK FOR!

Any of these sizes $
B 55 15 • 8 55 14

tleciaise,ot an expected heavy
demand for thes• tires. cur
stocks may run out. However,
v.e will be happy to order your
size at the advertised price
and issue you a rain check
for future delivery of the
merchandise

179,

Pas St.I7 tett 331
rot Ix. Taie,esd.eg
al size see iste tire.
telotesiall St were

95

Plus Si 53 to $7 57
5, tat dededdme
O n sae add o,d 7tre
1,01.101111111 5) were

GUN SALE!
ALL FIREARMS ON SALE!
SAVE $UM WINCHESTER 12 GA.
1400 AUTOMATIC
WAS $159.95

SHOTGUN
$119.11

SAVE 125.00
WINCHESTER. 12 GA.

SLIDE ACTION 1200
WAS ;114.95
$89.11

Ask about our Easy Pay Plan • Free Mounting!
SAVE $4.00

Save 110.18

DELUXE PADDED

BABY AUTO SEAT

4.0000e

BURETS

4R

WAS $9911

Sale

$5.11

210 E. Main

Phone 753-5617
Murray, Kentucky

Everyihing Goes #' Nothing Held Back
Ii

•

WEATHER
STATION
Humidity
Temperature
Barometer

was

$19.95

Sale 1"

Nolhinq Reserved
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Record Field At Calloway ...

Seen & Heard .. . Purchase Area
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Hog Market
forms in bird baths. Scrub with

Murrayans ...
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News
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brillo and pures she says till it is
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Service
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gone.
all
ttie
139
a
with
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it twice, in 1963
The will come back. This algae forms Kentucky Purchase Area Hog legislative action, action for
1968 by winning a playoff with Joe Chilisnplon.shlp and six flights.
and when the sunlight shines on the Market Report Includes 10 raising the status of women,
times
Ed Inman, Calvert City, after golfers, their starting
action for a quality society, acas water and takes the form of a Buying Stations
are
positions
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817
Act.
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No. I Too
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other
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76 acre farm with good well. Has large old
and ERA of responsibility in
Joe Revroat
and
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Lawrence
mildew from underneath bath tub US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $19.50-20.25;
scoring record, winning with a 9Karl Converse, Haroh
advancement through B.
:
cancer
a.m
to
11:
(-The
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NEW
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under-par 135. The other winners West, Dick Orr andJimCam
held for include:
Spam, Bill solution, she says, brush and US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $18.75-19.25; & P.W.'s foundations.
has
Buddy
bottom
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Wall Street
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WILSON REAL ESTATE
and INSURANCE

Quotes
News

Today's Stock
Market

317
lrvan

Threat Of
Spillover
Eased Today

Qur

A better wayto go.

:ober

•,

LAKE COTTAGE
Modern 3-Bedroom All Electric Air-Conditioned
Lake Access '8,500.00
Will Finance
Phone 753-6825
%

\%%\%%\%

N.%

\%\,\

N\%%

MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Shores.
Two
Panorama
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. living room,
separate dining room, central
airand
heat
electric
conditioning, all new appliances,
including washer. On private lot.
J2374C
Phone 436-5571.
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1989 or Ire
pick-up truck, Low Mileage. In
good condition. Phone 7534030
'f'FNC
after 5:00p.m.

1

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Mizrray Saw Mill and Lumber
TFC
Co. Phone 753-4147.
WANT TO BUY; good 106 Sear's
motorcycle motor. Phone 753J24C
E481.

Auros

FOR SALE

1962 OLDSMOBILE Super 88,
power steering and brakes,
Automatic transmission, $200.00.
Phone 753-7368.
J23C
1966 CHEVELLE convertible 396
cu. in. 4-speed, red with black
Interior,$650,753-5350.
J23C

World News In Brief ...

Home ...

By United Press International
LIBYANS DETAIN SUDAN LEADERS
BEIRUT-Libyan authorities today detained two key leaders of
the new left-wing government of Sudan, Arab news agency
reports said. The two men, including the President-Designate of
the ruling revolutionary council, were taken off a Khartoumbound airliner, forced to land at Benghazi, Libya. The airliner
was carrying the two leaders home from exile in London.

0

11 AMERICANS DIE IN VIETNAM
SAIGON-The US. command-reported today II Americans
were killed in fighting in Vietnam last week. It was the lowest
combat death toll in nearly six years. The command also reported
U.S. helicopters had airlifted South Vietnamese troops inside
Cambodia for ground operations along the Vietnam-Cambodia
border.

APOLLO 15 ASTRONAUTS COMPLETE TRAINING
1987 BUICK LaSAilFtE 400, two
CAPE KENNEDY-The Apollo 15 astronauts completed
door hardtop. Marina Blue with training today for their flight to the moon next Monday. David R
White vinyl roof. Full power and Scott, James B. Irwin and Alfred M. Worden have been training
factory air. Call 753-7785 after 4 together for the mission longer than any other crew. The count' ;MC down was proceeding toward launch without %hitch.
p.m.
SPEED MAY HAVE CAUSED TRAIN CRASH
1989 CHEVY pick-up and camMULIHEIM, Germany-A railways spokesman said today
per. Can be seen at 1010
excessive
speed might have been the cause of a train derailment
Panorama
Lakeview,
J24P near the Swiss-German border. Police said at least 25 persons
Shores.
were killed, and 122 injured, in the accident.

Colorado's Trail Ridge
Road, 12,183 feet up, is the
highest continuous
WANT TO BUY used 19or 12 hole nation's
highway.
hog feeder.Phone MAN. .124P

W.
Steve west.
: Kern Albritton, Alan
iO
Jr., Buddy Hewitt and Max
Smlfh,
mcoade

AIRLINER EXPLODES OVER SAUDI ARABIA
CAIRO-An airliner carrying two top officials of the Iraqi
foreign ministry exploded in midair today over Saudi Arabia,
Arab radio said. The plane was hound for Khartoum, Libya.

(Gnawed from Page 1)
everything else in the house was
Lost the spokesman said.
The squad received the call at
3:15 and three members of the
squad went to the scene but the
house was already destroyed by
the time they arrived.
The Thurmans have seven
children, the youngest being one
Week old
WAR STUDY
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Senate Foreign Relations Committee has been given $100,000
ti conduct its OWn investigation
of the origins of the Vietnam
War.

The Senate Rules Committee
approved the expenditure Wednesday. The foreign relations
Panel had asked for the money
to make its own investigation
as an outgrowth of publication
of the secret Pentagon papers.
WRONG POP
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
UM-Elmer S. Johnson Jr.,
6. a popcorn wagon operator,
las been fined $254 and placed
for
DC one year's probation
driamite
selling

you won't believe.
Slip into it Drive it. Performance makes it fun.
•150 HP,six cylinder overhead cam engine
•Power front disc brakes
•Four-speed,all-synchromesh stick, optional automatic
•Smooth,7-main-bearing power
•Fat, mad-hugging radial tires
•Up to 25 miles per gallon economy
•0-60 under9seconds. 125 MPH top
•Luxuriows-deep-padded adjustable bucket seats
•Lavish GT cockpit appointments
•'filch,clock,full instrumentation
•Electric antenna; counterbalanced tailgate
•Quiet unibody,factory undercoating
•Detachable under-hood light
•Racing type steering wheel
•Rear window defroster
•Tinted glass
Drive a flatsun ...then decide.

O
DATgto
PRODUCT

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings Till 8:00 *
So. 12th Street
Phone 753-7114
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Ferryboats may close
Florida-Yucatan gap
By GEORGE GRAFF
Copley News Service
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KEY WEST, Fla. — Like
many other out-of-the-way
places, Key West and the archaeological treasure land that
is Mexico's Yucatan peninsula
Icing have shared the misfortune of lying at the end of very
long roads that lead nowhere
else.
Now, as in the past, if a
traveler wishes to visit either
spot, he must fly — which is
pensive and sets him down
afoot ma strange place — or he
nust drive, which means 160
miles beyond Miami or 1,000
miles beyond Mexico City, then
turn around and monotonously
retrace his steps.
For many, it is hardly worth
the bother or expense.

The Pill is hetter
than unwanted baby
By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: I have been badly
shaken at times, but
not quite E0 much as when I
discovered birth control pills in
the purses of both my daughters. [One
is 21 and engaged and
the other is 19 and going steady.]
I did not cause a scene, nor have I
told their father. [He
would probably throw them both out.)
I feel as tho I have
been completely wrung out.
I told the girls of my discovery and
they were embarrassed. I didn't give them a sermon, I simply
told them they
were fools. Of course they said it was common
practice these
days. Is it, Abby?
I cannot punish them by disconnecting their
telephones
or grounding them from dating any more.
What can I do?
DISAPPOINTED

7:1
11161V1g14.1 31,
1---r_eccir,ber
US•

DEAR ABBY: Yesterday a friend of mine came to visit
and brought along her poodle that she treats like a mother
would treat a child. Well, my 4-year-old son was playing with
Ic her poodle, and the poodle licked the boy on his mouth.
‘;
I became very upset over this and told my friend to
i. please hold her dog so he wouldn't do it again. She said that
she was the one who should have been upset as her veteri• narian told her a dog's mouth is cleaner than a human's, and
b! she actually said she hoped her dog wouldn't catch EZIYEhing
51 from my child Was she serious?
IRRITATED
DEAR IRRITATED: She was serious. And also correct.
DEAR ABBY: When people write to you about vasectomy, please give them some up-to-date information. The
operation should not cost 1250 or require overnight hospitalization. Here in Colorado [as in most other places] it can be
done for $75 or $100 in a doctor's office in less than 20 minutes. Many health insurance policies cover the cost, too.
Anyone who doesn't know where to get a sterilization,
either male or female, can contact his local Zero Population
Growth chapter, or Planned Parenthood, or write to Aasoctalkez for Vstientery. Sterilization lnc, 14 W. 40th Bit., New
York, for information and a liat of doctors and clinics in
their areas where it can be performed.
Planned Parenthood will do it for only, a few dollars if
that's all you can afford. Or for nothing, if you're really
broke.
BEVERLEE IN BOULDER
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote in saying that in order to
teach careless overnight guests a lesson, she gives everything they leave behind to the Salvation Army, and you
replied, "What can the Salvation Army do with the top half
of a pair of pajamas?"
Know what I do with mine? I keep it under my pillow in
case of fire. And the bottom part? Why, it's under hers, for
the same reason
PETE IN WESTPORT
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box SYNC Log Angeles. Cal.
Me. For • personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's Dew booklet. "What Teea-Agers Want to
Karaw." seed Si to Abby. Box 0711, Los Aageles. Cal. WM
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DEAR DISAPPOINTED: You could throw them out, but
what would that accomplish? Taking The Pill is mot
common
practice among young. unmarried women, but since your
daughters have apparently already made their decision to
engage in premarital sex, isn't it better that they protect
themselves against unwanted pregnancies than to gamble
and lose?
I do not condone premarital sex, nor do I approve of
mothers searching their daughters' parses.

er•

,0,ome

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) I work and my wife took
a full-time job for the first
time this year. Should we now
arrange for additional withholdings?

Return," and how to obtain a
"sailing permit" to certify
that you have complied with
U.S.. tax laws when leaving
the country. To obtain a free
copy, send a post card to the
Internal Revenue Office nearest you.

A) Yes, because of the mechanics of the withholding system, working couples may
wind up owing a large amount
Q) I greatly increased the
of tax next year, unless they
arrange for more withholding. value of my home this spring
Both you and your wife by installing central air condishould estimate the amounts tioning. Can I get a tax deducof tax to be withheld from
wages during all of 1971 and
compute your 1971 tax liability from tables and schedules
the IRS has provided your employers. If you find more
withholding is necessary, you
should claim fewer exemptions
and, if also necessary, have
amounts
dollar
additional
withheld.
By FATHER
Copley News Service
imelpstiar
tigc retina
Vt• T
'ririlrinta am'? eirileet
Dear Father Lester: While
my rerun& P..
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell bias
A) Although it normally rocketing to the moon he was
takes about 6 weeks to get a experimenting with extrarefund, returns filed during sensory exchange with people
April usually take longer to on earth. He used the standard
process due to the heavy volESP test symbols — stars,
ume of returns received. If it
circle
has been more than ten weeks cross, wave, square and
since you mailed your return, — and concentrated on the
write the IRS service center symbols in an order known only
where your return was filed. to him, hoping the order could
Be sure to give your name, be picked up by the subjects on
current address, social securearth. Sometimes the latter
ity number and the approxicouldn't keep their ESP apmate date your return was
pointments, sometimes Mitchfiled.
ell couldn't. But Mitchell says
the results "far exceeded anything I expected" — in a negaQ) I am visiting the United
tive way because the people on
States for several months. Do
earth missed twice as often as
you have a special publication
they should have under mere
giving U.S. tax information to
guesswork.
foreign visitors?
You believe in extrasensory
perception, don't you? —
A) IRS Publication 519,
James A.
"United States Tax Guide for
Dear James: I would hate to
Aliens," will tell you such input money on a message
formation as whether you have
through ESP. Race tracks, at
to file a Form 1040NR, "U.S
least, can be counted upon to
Nonresident Alien Income Tax
pay on the winners and not to
reverse that policy indiscriminately.
According to traditional
schoolman philosophy and
theology, man, because of his
nature's link with the animal, is
tied down to a means of communication which somehow
can be perceived by the exterior senses of sight. sourd,
touch, taste, smell. He can
communicate with other men
only through speech, written
words, bodily movement,facial
expressions, signs, electrical
impulses and the like.
The electrical Impulses that
are generated in Man's act of

tion for what I spent?
A) Although this expense
cannot be deducted, it can be
added to the cost basis of your
property. This way, the cost
of the air conditioning unit
will be taken into account in
the event you sell your home.

But all this is about to
change. By December — it is
tithed — the traveler will be
able to get to Yucatan ft-can
Key West aboard a plush cruise
ship, and take his car along if
he wishes.
For more than a decade,
have
promoters
Florida
dreamed of establishing a
ferryboat service to span the
short 376 miles of the Caribbean between Key West and the
Yucatan. That dream now is
closer than ever to reality.

Q) What should I do about
the estimated tax notice I received in the mail? I do not
have to file Form 1040ES.

"It's at the brink of success,"
says one of the promoters, Key
West attorney Ignatius Lester.
If the plan works, the
A) T.,,bese
were, traveler would drive to Key
notices
mailed to all taxpayers who West, sight-see in a city
were sent the estimated tax festooned with history and
form packages in February. If
modern convenience, and then
you did not have to file a decof turning back toward
instead
for
laration of estimated tax
would simply drive
Miami
he
1971, and your tax situation is
aboard the ferry and sip rum
unchanged, ignore the redrinks while he and his car
minder notice.
were borne leisurely to
Yucatan.
A feasibility study recommended that service be expanded to include Miami, both
to preclude future competition
from that quarter and because
more than 400,000 tourists a
year come to Miami.
Financing has been a major
Dear Mrs. J. W.: In my
problem ever since the idea
judgment, topless shows at this
was born. Until last June, the
time constitute for the general
public lewd conduct enticing triL, plan was to develop the ferry as
moral evil. The extent of ime - 's. municipal enterprise with
tax-free bonds. But serious
morality connected with prodoubt was cast on the bonds'
ducing such shows depends uptax-free status, so a private
on the extent to which the audicompany — Key-Mex Transence is influenced to evil

ESP 'messages'
may be impulses
LEs-rER

pnrtefftio Co. — was formed,
and the city opted out. Lester
remains involved in the private
firm.
He and his partners envision
no rusty bucket of a steamer.
They're looking at posh
ferryboats now, and he
describes a sleek, swift,
commodious craft with a cruise
capacity of 500 passengers, 100
automobiles including campers, space for gigantic cargo
trucks below decks, and plenty
of bars, restaurants and entertainment.
A tentative schedule calla for
once4-week sailthgs from
Miami and Key West to Puerto
Morelos for the first eight
months, and fewer sailings
during the other four.

Mainero also notes that
fabled Cozumel Island lies only
20 miles off Puerto Morelos and
the Maya ruins of Thhun are
nearby.
Lester says Key-Max also is
considering the use of hovercraft — vessels that ride on a
cushion of air at speeds up to 70,
miles an hour — for the leg
between Miami and Key West.
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Paper Boys
GENERAL ADMISSION

EVERY
FRI. & SUN. NITE
6:00 til 10:00 pm.
Includes:
Gunfights
Medicine Show
Table Top Mysteries
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thinking could possibly be received as intelligent messages
by another human. However, I
am inclined to think that the
measurable waves are simply
a phenomenon resulting from
the mere physical activity of
the brain like they are from the
heart and carry no thought content in themselves.
•
Dear Father Lester: Can a
restaurateur, who claims to be
religious, start a topless dance
show and not sin gravely? I am
incensed that such a man from
our church here in Vermont has
allowed such a thing to even get
started. His restaurant did not
have much business until this
shocking immoral show was
started and now business has
never been better!
What should the people, who
belong to the same church, do
to convince the man he should
stop the shows' — Mrs I W.

I.

Puerto Morelos is a tier. fishing village that the Mexican ,
government has promised to
develop as a small deep-water
port for the ferry. Jose
Mainero, Mexico's tourism
director for the Southeastern
United States, pinta out that,
Puerto Morelos has a natural
offshore barrier reef that
protects it from rough seas.

0.00.astianimewb

24,000 BTU's
Its like having central air condo.0,,,,,1

!,35

95

Regular in-season price 541995

asuons/ushu.o•

Count the BTU's' Count the savings! Both are Super Special. You
get an air conditioner with the power and air flow to cool on
entire medium-size home with adequate circulation. You get a
deluxe unit with famous Sound Barrier design to stop sound
waves cold, with three speeds, including Super Cool, Normal,
and ultra-quiet Lo You get an advanced, fully variable air direction system. a precision thermostat, an Mf exchanger to exhaust
smoke-filled air. Be foresighted and order your Fedders air con
dotioner now The savings and comfort have never been better'

EXCLUSIVE ANTI-POLLUTION OPTION
Only Fedders gives you the option of the litedicAn Electronic Air
Cleaner Removes up to 95% of pollutant particles. 99% of
pollen Add it now or when you wish -- your Fedders air conditioner is prewired for it. You can even use it year-round.

18,000 btu's

noc.,299115
Regular in-season price $34995

FEDDERS World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners

Murray Home & Auto Store
Chestnut Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2571
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New methods seen
slicing building cost
new system that is capable of
erecting some buildings in
of weeks or
hours instead
months. He contends the pee
cast method is 25 per cent less
expensive, and about 75 rr
cent faster than use of other
materials.
"Systems building is the answer IA/ moving amen 01 Amerbuilding
ica's bogged-down
plans out of the blue -print
stage," Palmiere said. He cited
a national construction market
study conducted by the Batelle
Memorial Institute which forecast that, by 1980, about 90
per cent of all federally assisted housing will be constructed on a system basis, as will
65 per cent of all private multidwelling housing, 45 per cent
of all industrial construction,
and 30 per cent of all educa-

FAIRFIELD, NJ. (UPI)The improved supply of mortgage money has stimulated the
construction industry in most
parts of the country, but inflated costs of material and labor still keep a lot of muchneeded commercial building
from going past the drawing
board stage, according to a
building industry executive.
One major problem investors want to overcome is the
lengthy time of construction,
says Arnold Palmiere, president
of Pre Cast Concrete Co. He
says some see as the answer
a wider adoption of the socalled "systems" method of
construction to shorten the
period between ground breaking and occupancy.
Pahniere's firm specializes
in Uniframe, a comparatively
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tional, institutional and hospital construction.
Palmiere, whose firm has
solved cost-savings problems
for banks, colleges and major
corporations, said: "Structural
concrete affords major savings
in terms of time needed to
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
complete a project. This makes
WASHINGTON (UPI) up
tied
it possible to free funds
The Department of Housing
in construction operations at a and Urban Development
much earlier date.
(HUD) says its Operation
"With interest rates likely Breakthrough experiment to
higher
permanently
to stay at
encourage volume production
levels, such savings assume maj- of housing already has proor importance to developers. duced results even though the
The time factor is also impor- first family has not yet moved
tant because it makes it possi- in.
Secretary George Romney
ble for a developer to realize
a return on his investment in a said the project has brought
project at an earlier date." some new producers into the
Structural concrete provides housing field and has changed
a basic structure, but also con- the public attitude toward
stitutes the facade of a build- industrialized housing.
ing. This makes possible major
When it is complete someboth in
additional savings,
terms of cost and time, Palm- time next year, Operation
iere said. Compared to other Breakthrough will have proconstruction materials, pre cast duced experimental homes
concrete is said to be the least ranging from single-family houexpensive, the most durable, ses to high-rise apartments on
and requires the least mainten- nine sites throughout the
ance. The fact that concrete is nation.
fireproof helps reduce fire inThe two-year-old program
surance rates.
Pre cast concrete has wide reached a milestone in May
appeal to architects and engin- when the first units of induseers because it can be molded trialized housing - three twostory townhouses complete
into virtually any shape.
with wiring, plumbing and carUniframe consists of a
type rigid frame in which the peting - were installed in Kalacomponent parts are the leg mazoo,9ilich.
The Kalamazoo units are
and peak sections. When the
peak section is joined to the scheduled to be occupied by
legs, the structure becomes late summer. Ground has been
even more flexible since no broken at the other eight sites
limit is placed on the size of as well.
The object of the project is
the building that can be
erected. Spans range from 32 to move housing beyond the
feet to 52 feet and the height traditional hammer-and-saw
can go from 9 to 26 feet. on-site building techniques.
The system is ideally suited
Harold B. Finger, HUD
for drive-in restaurants, gas
secretary for research
stations, car washes, schools, assistant
technology, listed these
college dormitories, drive-in and
for the project:
banks, shopping centers, and objectives
the total supincrease
To
industrial buildings, Palmiere
ply of housing to help provide
a decent home for every
CRASHING SHOW
American.
MT. SNOW, Vt. (UPI)—The
Vermont
the
2nd battery of
- To modernize zoning regLight Artillery, firing 11 Civil
War muzzle-loading cannon, ulations and overcome restricwill accompany the Vermont tions imposed by local building
codes which often make massState Symphony July 31 in the
production of housing imposs1812 Overture.
ible or prohibitively expensive.
- To encourage cooperative
OBJECTS IN ORBIT
WASHINGTON — As of April agreements between labor
30, 1971, 2,348 objects were in unions.
- To stimulate the use of
orbit around the earth; 1,723
belonged to the United States, new techniques and materials
in home building.
560 to the Soviet Union.

KENTUCKY
the development of housing.
- To seek innovative methods of financing the construction and the sale of
homes.
Romney said 13 states have
passed laws aimed at clearing
the way for industrialized
6000 GRIEF, \
ANOTHER RA11W
PA‘t..-T1-115 15 THE
DORKIEST WEATHER
I'VE EER 5EENy

housing. He said 22 others are
considering similar legislation.
HUD officials envision
The first written constituassembly-line housing as an
alternative to traditionally tion in Oklahoma was adopted
built homes. They say there is by the Choctaw Indian Nation
plenty of room for both types in 1834.
I VE NEVER SEEN
'
FARMER 60 TO
SUMMER CAMP,
HAVE YOU,5IR?

YOU SHOULDN'T CRITICIZE THE
lJEATHER 5IR ...IT'S ALL PART
OF THE WORLP WE LIVE IN..

FREEZERS—NE
chest, $224.40 deli
upright $244.6
Montgomery War
1986.
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15' ANDERSON
boat. 25 H.P.
electric start mo
All good conditio
.8861.
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1963 CHEVROI,
Dump truck with 1

753-602.
LARGEST VARI
in Kentucky. No
prices. Country
Army Surplus F
from HopkinsvIlle,
117 & 164. Open
p.m.

THAT'DON JUAN"PLACE
DON'T SOUND SAFE FO'A
COUPLE 0'UNEX.CORTE1D
'YOUNG LADIES - -

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Store Hours:
9 - 9 Mon.-Sat
1 - 6 Sunday
Phone: 753-8304

R SEM
room
marble. Phone 7

1$70 HARLEY
Sportster, 7,000
P'hone 753-6877.

HONDA 50 nil
mileage. excellent
Sears 3-speed spi
(-nndition. Call 753-7

VITALIS DRY
CONTROL
No Mess,
Put A
Smile On
Your
Face
With
These
Great
Pond's
Creams

POND'S SKIN BASICS
A cream for every skin type
COLD
CREAM
Cleanses
and
conditions

dry & normal

Refreshing

'1.00 Value

INSTANT

NESTEA
100% TEA - 3 oz. size

AI

ELLE
MOISTUR
Luxury and

Moisturizes
dry skin.

YOU PAY
ONLY

401 Cre

and
prevents
oily
buildup

78

BREATH SPRAY
Regular or Mint

Why Pay
More?

Say-Rite's Prices Will Save
You Money Every DayGet the Say-Rite Habit!!

PEDAL STEEL
Ampeg amplifier.
7280.
10x55 Mobile Home
Extendo on livi
bedrooms, carpe
sulated, two air
Available August
Mobile Home V
Call 753-9949.
17' THOMPSON
Evinrude, tilt trail
top, camping top,
extras, $1250.00.

LISTERINE

6-u. Sin
OILY SKIN TREATMENT
Cleanses
oily skin

COMPARE
and
SAVE

Family Size
6.75 ozs.
Regular
$1.09 Value

DRY
SKIN
CREAM

skin.

Perfect under
make-up
moisturizer
and
greaseless
night cream
for norms

No Grease,
Just Spray and
Forget It!
7-oz. Size

7-oz. Size

THE NIGHT TIME PAIN All IF VEP
smciAL ropy

FOR EXCEDRIN HEADACHES—
GET EXCEDRIN RELIEF
51.15 Value
NOW ONLY
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get the job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NEW SHIPMENT 8 TRACK
CAR TAPES
9.95 .eaph
LEACH
'
S MUSIC & TV

Dixieland Shopping Center

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

MODEL 66 AC combine with bin,
extra good condition. Phone 4362243.
J24C
GIRL'S SUMMER and winter
clothes. Size 7 and 9 Junior.
Phone 753-5394.
J22C
USED KUSTOM model 200 Amp.
and Gibson model 330 TD guitar.
Leach's Music & T.V. Dixieland
Shopping Center.
J26C

SERVICES OFFERED

0Am.
0'O0

PASCHALL

1963 CHEVROLET, Gravel
Dump truck with 12 foot bed. Call
753-6402.
J222
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
p.m.
Aug30C
REFRIGERATOR,$30.00. Phone
7534877.
J23C
160 HONDA, good condition.
Phone 436-5606.
J23C
1968-445 BUICK motor with 4 in
the floor transmission. Phone 7534397 after 5:00 p.m. Will sell
cheap.
J23C
HONDA leo, New crankshaft and
overhaul, $225 %nada 385
Scrambler. Needs repair, $150
Call 753-2263
J23P

o4111.41AND.

tEAL ESTATE FOR•SALE

0111M1.041=1,04=10.04M.°4•1111.04=4

UCK LINES

- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS,-itlit Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
AUCTION SALE
Blue Lustre. Rent electric CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
J24C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- kNTIQUE AUCTION
shampooer $1. Big K.
SALE
July29C Saturday July 24,1971, 10:00
5933.
a.m.
FOR RENT
at old Silver War Heiman Battle
LARGE ROOMS with recreation WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots Grounds. Will sell 17 pieces of
area. Country Estate. Phone 436- inside city limits. Reasonable fine walnut furniture (8 marble
2173.
July29C rates. Phone 753-3798.
AlOC tops) round oak claw foot dining
-table and 6 chairs, china cabinetTWO BEDROOM duplex with WILL TAKE care of three aide* 3 curved glasses, brass doll bed,
central air, central heat, fully ladies in my home. For ,i111- other furniture, bottles, Indian
carpeted. Phone 753-9741. No formation phone 753-6607 before relics, old guns small glassware,
J23C 12:00 noon or after 8:00 p.m. J32C any amount of small collectors
Pets.
items. Travel Highway 121 from
ONE BEDROOM furnished EXPERIENCED BABY Sitter Murray to Mt. Carmel Church
apartment, air-conditioned. will keep any age children in her and follow signs, or from Paris
nac Landing Park on Highway 79
tables, 12'x15' gold carpet with Water and sewerage paid. home.Phone 492-8190.
travel on 119 to Mt. Carmel
pad; fur stole; hand made human Available now. Phone 753-9741.
J23C FURNITURE REFINISHING. Church and follow signs. Plenty
No pets.
hair wig,auburn. Phone 753All work guaranteed. Free pick- Df shade, eats and drinks. Sale
J24C
6495.
,IEW TWO bedroom duplex up and delivery. Free estimate. conducted
by
Douglas
VOX ELECTRIC organ, Baldwin apartment. Central beat and air, Antique or natural finish. Jerry Shoemaker,
Associate
of
amplifier. Phone 753-4902 after carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C Shoemaker Auctioneers and
TFC
4:00p.m.
Livestock Murray, Kentucky.
J24C 753-7850.
DOES YOUR house look drIlib? Phone 753-3375.
J23C
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, July NICE LAKE front apartment for Brighten up inside or out with a
WANTED TO REM'
24, 8:00 am. to 8:00 p.m. and rent for up to four persons. professional paint job. Free
Sunday, July 25, 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. Everything furnished including estimates. After 5:00 p.m. 753- ADULT COUPLE wants to rent
J24P reasonable small house or
Among items are: good clothing, row boat, linens, etc.-T.V. & air 4131 or 753-9382.
sizes 7 through 12; pottery; conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
apartment, furnished or unJ31C TODDLERS DAY Care Now furnished, in or near Murray 436dishes; picture frames; lamps; 436-5320.
open, for children three months 5331 after 5:00.
linens; tools; kitchen ware; lawn
chairs; jewelry; new en- PLENTY TRAILER space; to three years. State approved.
COUPLE WITH one child would
cyclopedias; old fruit jars and beautiful, quiet living. Highway Reasonable rates. Experienced
like
to rent reasonable two
No.
121,
Kentucky
Lake,
Division
help. Day or week. Phone 753African Violets. 1626 College
house, west of Murray.
J24C bedroom
Farm Road,phone 753-8787. J24C No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, 4481.
Phone 753-5670 or 492-8656. J24C
Murray,Kentucky.
August2C
PIANO INSTRUCTION by
FOR RENT OR LEASE
PONY, SADDLE and bridle All
college student completing LARGE FOUR bedroom house,
for $75.00. Phone 489-2324 or see
degree. In studior or your home, lease or rent option to reliable
Junior Compton.
J24C
beginning August 30th. Phone party. For appointment call 753FOR
767-4700.
J24C 6949.
PENTA TREATED lumber.
J27C
Resistant to rot and termites.
NOIR E
NOTICE
Ideal for boat docks and any
401W111140300
weather..,exposed uses. Viurray
Approximitgly 5300 sq.
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Murray,Kentucky
1TC ft, fire resistant buildi ng.

AKC TOY Poodles and Irish 144' GLASTRON
BOAT, 50 H.P.
Setter Puppies. Phone 753electric start Johnson motor,
1862.
Al4C skiis, convertible,
trailer,
mooring cover, and all other
EJERS-NEW M cu. tt. accessories. Boat 3
weeks old,
Z,
$224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft. $2050.00. Phone
753-6344. J27NC
upright $244.66 delivered,
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 7531986.
TFC SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
TFC
15' ANDERSON LAP-STRIP Tenn.
boat. 25 H.P. McCullough,
BEAGLE PUPPIES, 2 male and
electric start motor and trailer,
2females. Phone 435-4725. .124C
All good condition. Phone 7538861.
J722 MODERN COFFEE and end
195 FORD TRACTOR loader with
Sherman back hoe. Call 7536402.
J22P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL IMITATE FOR SALE

WAREHOUSE

I
c•

I

PROFFMIONALLY DECORATED SPLTT LEVEL brick home in Westwood Subdivision.
Has 3 bedrooms, living room, dining room,family room, kitchen with built-in range, oven
and dishwasher, 2 ceramic baths, carpeting, central heat and air, carport, outside storage.
Shown by appointment only.

•

LARGE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME near schools and shopping center. Has a living room,
extra large family room,kitchen with built-ins, 2 ceramic baths, carpeting, double garage,
fenced back yard.

O
I

ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a one acre lot. Has family room with fireplace, ceramic bath, carpeting, kitchen with built-ins, utility room, double carport. Priced
below the replacement cost for a quick sale.

I
I
c

1

i
I
.c.

I

i

•

I

i

•
/

RENT

COMPACT 3 BEDROOM FRAME HOME with asbestos shingle siding. Has a living room,
dining room, kitchen, bath and 2 bedrooms on the main floor. Third bedroom located upstairs. Gas furnace and utility room in the basement. Within walking distance of downtown.
LESS THAN $200 PER ACRE for some high producing farmland! 96 acre farm, with 73
acres tillable, good well, 2 barns, 1 stable, 3-bedroom shingled house in fair condition.
Located 2 miles Northeast of Hazel.

I"

I
c

I
_
0

FIVE ACRE TRACT OF LAND with 2 large concrete block barns, located on College Farm
Road Extended, only 2 miles from Murray. Can be bought with or without a 2-bedroom
mobile home (12'x50).
'
.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a large corner lot in Hazel. Has a carpeted living room,
large kitchen, utility room, attached garage, outside storage shed. On city water and
sewers. Priced at only $11,500.00.
19 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom shingled home, barn, stable and large shop building. City
water and natural gas lines through the property. Located 3 miles North on US-641.
3-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE,completely remodelled, located in Pottertown. Has living
room, kitchen, bath, gas floor furnace.
BRAND NEW 4-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Panorama Shores, located only one block
from the lake on a large shady lot. Has central heat, carpeting, kitchen built-ins, 2 baths,
carport.Can be used as a duplex with only very minor modifications.
LARGE1-BEDROOM FRAME HOME in Hazel. Has 2 bedrooms on the main floor and one
bedroom upstairs. Located on a 210'xlieV lot.

RAY'S
'EOUNGE
South Fulton, Tennessee

EXCELLENT DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY. This ten acre tract measures 400'x1158' and
SAVE FOR that new car by
is bordered by the Mayfield Highway, Johnny Robertson Road and the Calloway County
R SETTE rocker, also
cleaning your old carpets with
FRIDAY
MITE
Country Club.Can be bought for as little as one-third down.
NITE
c\c)
SATURDAY
room chair, birds eye Blue
Lustreluid renting a new
marble. Phone 753-5954.
JULY 23rd
J23C shampooer for $1.00. Westerrr
JULY 24th
HIGH PRODUCING 100 ACRE FARM with a 4-year old, 3-bedroom brick home. Farm has
The Fabulous...
MOBILE home, reasonably Auto, Home of "The Wishing LARGE THREE bedroom house;
96 acres cleared, 3barns, good well, 2 stock ponds. House has living room, 2 baths, utility
J24C large living room, kitchen and
ced. Good condition. Phone Well."
room, carport.
I ti
0
gton, 345-2523, after 5:00
utility room; living room and one
College & Young at Heart Crowd
J23C USED FREEZERS. One 12' GE bedroom are carpeted. Air
ELEVEN ACRE TRACT OF LAND,facing on Miller-Hicks Road. full price only $5,700.00.
East State Line
South Fulton, Tenn.
Chest
Freezer. One
12' conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J22C
N••••••••••••• %%%%%
Kelvinator
Chest
Freezer.
One
1$70 HARLEY DAVIDSON
• TWO ACRE TRACT OF LAND and a 9-bedroom frame house in New Concord. Priced
rtster, 7,000 miles, like new. GE 20' Chest Freezer. Bilbrey's TWO BEDROOM Apartment, ELECTROLUX SALES de SerHELP WANTED
$4,750.00.
o :
ne 753-6877.
J23C Car and Home Supply, East Main ceramic tile bath, air conditioner vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky C M
MEWORKERS
WANTED:
Street.
Sanders, phone 382-2468. Far- part-time,
J24C and stove. No pets,
full-time work at home
home
frame
3
LEASE
on
FOR
a
waterfront
FOR
SALE
-bedroom
OR
lot
in
Pine
BluffA 5C
IISED HUFFY riding mower.
Phone 753-7457.
J26C mington, Kentucky.
mailing our circulars For details , Shores Subdivision. Has gasfurnace,1% baths, utility room, private beach and private boat O I
First $50.00 buys it. One 4 H.P. MAPLE BARRELL back chair;
rush self-addressed, stamped
dock.
high wheel mower, used only 3 wing back arm chair, needs FURNISHED APARTMENT.
envelope and 35c to US EnNOTICE
upholstering;
blue
Prefer
chrome
elderly
lady. Close to
tittles. Cost $139.96, now $79.77.
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
LARGE FRAME HOUSE with asbestos siding, divided into one 3-room apartment and one
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main.
J23C dinette set; set gold lamps, odds court square. Inquire at 301 South
If you do not receivt your
7-room apartment.Two story concrete block building at the rear of the property is divided
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
and ends. Phone 753-1499.
J24C 6th Street or call 753-3593. J22P
paper by slx p.m call 753into two 2-bedroom apartments.This property is presently returning 15 per-cent annually on
I
HONDA 50 mini-trail low
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
the investment. Located close to downtown.
CAR
TAPE
player,
8
track,
D.C.
mileage. excellent condition. also
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs p.m.
Sears 3-speed spider bike good power supply. Also aquarium, for rent or sale. Rent applies
TWO ACRES AND A 2-BEDROOM STUCCO HOME, located on Hwy. 121, approximately
o
to
completely equipped. Phone 767condition. Call 753-7676.
J23C
purchase. Lonardo
one mile Southeast of Murray. Has a good well, stable, separate garage building. Priced at
Piano As of
4409.
J22P
will
I
this
20,
July
date,
Company, across from Post
$10,000.00.
O
not be responsible for any debts
PEDAL STEEL guitar and
office, Paris,Tenn.
J23C other
Would
you
like
to
144' GLASTRON BOAT, 50 H.P.
than my own. Lloyd Sills,
Aznpeg amplifier. Phone 753Recent Sales Have Depleted Our Supply Of Listings . . .
I
electric start Johnson motor,
Route 6 Murray, Kentucky
7280.
manage Murray's finest
J23P
skis, convertible, trailer, moving FURNISHED HOUSE, one
J22P
Lloyd Sills
If You Have Property To Sell, We Would Appreciate The
10155 Mobile Home with 10 x 10 cover, and all other excess. Boat bedroom with carport. Call 753
FABRIC SHOP?
3
weeks
old,
$2050.00. Phone 753- 1859.
Extend() on living room, 3
J23C SECRET BIDS are now being
Opportunity To Try To Sell It For You
Send resume or call:
J22C
bedrooms, carpeted, fully in- 6344.
taken for upkeep of Ivy
FURNISHED APARTMENTS Graveyard. Persons interested
sulated, two air conditioners.
one and two bedrooms. Washers contact Billy Wells, Mike Falwell
, FAB-N-TRIM
Available August 7th. Set up in WHIRLPOOL
Mobile Home Village. $2900.00 REFRIGERATOR, two years and dryers available. Zim• or Otis Falwell before Saturday,
314 North Main
Call 753-9949.
J27P old. Looks Ince new. Phone 489- merman Apartments, South 16th July 24, at 10:00 a.m. at which
I
2152.
Street.
J22C
Phone 753-6609.
Murray
••
J23C time one of the bidders will be
17' THOMPSON Boat, 75 H.P.
J22C
selected for the }ob.
4,
Phone 753-4850
Evinrude, tilt trailer, convertible 1971 YAMAHA R5-B, 350 cc. 2,000
4th & Maple
753-7333
top, camping top, loaded with miles. Includes; carrier, sissy TRAILER for rent. See Brandon
e"
SECRETARIES, MUST be good
extras, $1250.00. Call Farmington bar, helmet with bubble. Phone Dill at Dill's Trailer Court after
4:00
J23C
p.m. Located at Murray
767-4997 after 6:00 p.m.
typist and take shorthand. Baker
382-2299.
Home
J72P
Drive-In Theatre Entrance. No
and Baker Employment Service,
phone calls please.
1025 W. Broadway, Mayfield,
Free Balloons
J24C
Kentucky. Call 247-1501.
J23C
To be given away
TOOLS FOR RENT. Hedge
oo4owooidiwoimiwoiN11.4111Moimp.o.aiwoiml
trimmers, sanders, buffers,
MALE CAFETERIA workers,
spacious •
Saturday
on
the
bedroom home FOUR-BEDROOM
saws. Bllbrey's Car and Home
must be experienced, 40 hour PikRTIALLY WOODED lot, NEW THREE
Hermitage. 2,500 square
on
home
Kentucky
overlooking
bath,
with
Supply, East Main Street. J24C
square and shoppirv week. Baker and Baker Em- 105'x180' in Sherwood Forest. Lake, 16 miles from Murray, feet of living space plus two car
ployment Service, 1025 W. Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
some finish work yet to- be done, garage on lot 150:380 fully landNICE CLEAN Three room furBroadway, Mayfield, Kentucky. p.m.
centers.
TFC
J24C
Includes boat ramp and beach scaped. Call 753-7905.
nished apartment with new
Call 247-1501
J23C
bath,
area privileges, $7,1160. Call Mrs
air conditioned Couple or
two
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, Ken- LAKE LOTS for sale 80' to 205')
boys. Days call 753-6676, nights DOES YOUR figure need im- IMMEDIATE
FOR SALE by OWNER tucky.
OPENINGS
JUST EVERYTHING
TFC frontage on all weather streetShapemakers
of
753-4716.
proving?
Call
available for four women. ExJ28C
bedroom
near
tri-level
Four
$695 to $1395-Lake access-Central
SACRIFICED PRICES
loss
Murray 753-2962 Weight
cellent earnings. No experience
new high school. Large dm with I SMALL FARM: good location: water system.$10 to $14 down and
FOUR ROOM house, seven miles guaranteed.
A25C necessary, we train. For in
fire place, two full baths, fully business or future investment. per month. Phone 436-5320. J26C
from Murray. $25.00 per
terview appointment call 753-171]
month.
equipped kitchen, separate One mile East Murray, apPhone 753-6761.
FURNITURE
is
H
&
R
USED
or 753-9745.
J27( dining
J24C
room,
carpeted proximately 10 acres pasture. OWNER IS selling custom built
open five days a week 10 to 6, oti
Central
throughout.
heat and Hog wire fencing, stables, water. brick home, leaving town. Three
TWO BEDROOM apartment, Hwy. 121, Concord Road. Lots of WANTED: MATURE lady to sit air, spacious closets and Cozy older 7 room house, modern. large bedrooms, two full baths,
of
lots
nice
and
used
furniture
with
8 month old baby, two or
also two bedroom trailer. Phone
For appointment call 436atxidant wardrobe and storage
antiques. Phone 753-6676, home three afternoons a week. Must garage. Price reduced.
489-2595.
2173.
TFC space, • • convenient kitchen
J24C Ilkine 7534716.
J24C have own transportation. Phone
arrangement including many
PHONE 753-6690
753-6513.
BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom kitchen cabinets, large living
J24C
LOST & FOUND
house, gas heat, air conditioned, room with direct access to
FULL TIME permanent emcarpet. Phone 753-4440 if no an- comfortable patio and attractive
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3773
I. I r: bedroom homer swer,call 753-1948.
LOST WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold
ployment for lady in local drug LOV
J27C lawn. Located in fine area near
near West Main Street. Imstore. Experience helpful but not full basement, large corner lot,
University, Grade School and
Store Hours: 9:00-4:30
transferring.
1700
Owner
75x150.
portant papers inside. If found
necessary. Send complete
High School. Located 104
new
Peggy
Drive.
Ann
Phone
ON
LOT
Phone
$17,500.00
please call Pat at 753-9V27. TFNC
resinne to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray, Miller. Asking
North 18th Street. Phone 753J26P
p.m.
753-2632
4:00
after
TFC
753-4178
Kentucky
J28C
6527
J27C

Call after 5:00 p.m.
PHONE 753-7370

ROUGH SHODS
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ATTENTION
LADIES

i

Fulton Young Realty

HEY KIDS!

PORE FIXTURES
II

IS

II

I

Streets Phone
Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534. !:1

Racks - Tables - Chairs - Counters I Mirrors - Sign Machine - Desks

1

at

Ideal for
Home, Office - School

I Belk's'aLike

at.sStore
ge
/

More Classifieds
on
Page Eight
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PAGE TWELVE

Area Wide Water And
Sewer Planning Urged

THURSDAY—JULY 22, 1871

THE I.EDGER & TIaIES._MIIthYI, KENTUCKY

The Pi
Source
In Mun

Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

Now, Easy Credit Terms!

"Area wide planning for
community development is a
prime requirement for community facility development II
the federal government is to
provide a portion of the financial
resources".
James McGraw, executive
director of the Paducah Urban
Renewal
and
Community
Development Agency, told water
districts commissioners during a
meeting of the Purchase Water
Districts Association TOInday at
?Aaytisid.
The provisions far water and
sewer service in the various rural
areas will be given serious
consideration by any federal
financial aid source after October
1 only if a comprehensive area
wide water and sewer plan is in
the process of being developed.

McGraw pointed out that with
limited federal funds for such
community development the
most logical needs can only be
provided for if such facilities are
compatible with an overall
development program. Local
fiscal bodies have the responsibility of working together to
provide the legal framework for
developing comprehensive plans.
Buddy Hicks, Wickliffe,
supervisor for the Farmers
Home Administration, said his
agency has financed a large
number of rural water systems
and may assist any community in
this phase of community
development except in towns
over 10,000 population or
metropolitan areas. Ballard
County is the only Purchase
county in which a comprehensive
water and sewer plan has been
completed.
Leon Smith, executive director
of the Purchase Area Develophis
ment District, said
organization representing the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—An eight Purchase counties is
organizational change designed continually reviewing apto make the Louisville District of plications for federal aid on
the Internal Revenue Service various community facility
even more responsive to the projects and expects to be cerneeds of taxpayers was an- tified as the comprehensive
nounced today by District planning agency for the eight
Director of Internal Revenue, county group.
Twenty-four rural water
Robert J. Dath.
The change, to be put into ef- districts and associations now
fect over the next several serve 10,123 customers in the
months, will further improve IRS Purchase counties according to
efforts in providing assistance, Woodrow Coots, Paducah,
information materials, and other University of Kentucky resource
service to taxpayers, Mr. Dath development specialist. Coots
said. It involves the establish- said that the Southwest Water
ment of a Collection and Tax- District in Fulton and Hickman
payer Service Division to replace counties and the South Graves
the present Collection Division. District were the most recent
The establishment of the new districts to start operations and
division within the District Office that the Hendron District was
complements a realignment of constructing additional lines to
revenue
accounting
and serve some 300 more families and
processing, collection, and businesses in McCracken County.
Dr. Abram Allen, Chairman,
taxpayer service activities under
a new Assistant Commissioner presided at the meeting.
for Accounts, Collection and
Taxpayer Service(ACM)at the
MENS
IRS Washington headquarters
and a similar realignment under
a new Assistant Regional
Commissioner (ACTS) at the
Cincinnati Regional Office which
By Myron Bradley
includes the Louisville District.
Mr. Oath cited the importance AMERICA, INC. Who Owns
of effective service to taxpayers and Operates the United States;
By Morton Mints and Jerry S.
as the reason for the change.
Cohen, 424 pp., The Dial Press.
MENS LEATHER
In
announcing
the
organizational change—effective $19.
for all IRS District Offices Morton Mintz, reporter for the
nationwide—Mr. Dath said it was Washington Post, and Jerry
based on recommendations made Choen, former staff director of
by an eleven member, blue- the Senate Anti-Trust and
ribbon committee of high-level Monopoly Sub-committee, have
Treasury and IRS officials that put together a thought-provoking
LARGE SELECTION OF SANDALS
recently conducted a study of the book on political and economic
powers in our country — who has
MS organization.
FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
them, how, why, and some ideas
of what can be done to spread the
powers around a little better.
That AMERICA, INC. has
achieved a place on the top-ten
Best Seller List testifies that the
reporter-investigator team has
done a good job.
it is hardly news that there is
plenty to report on the power
plays between politics and big
FRANKFORT,—A speakers' money interests as well as on
bureau has been formed within their internecine struggles. In
the Kentucky Department of reporting the facts, liberals and
Highways to inform local groups conservatives alike get some
of the benefits to be derived from lumps from the authors: John
Kenneth
Galbraith
and
the state's parkway system.
"This speakers' bureau is a (predictably enough) Spiro
Agnew, CBS and the Chicago
manifestation of the responsibility we feel to inform local Tribune are among scores of
and
leaders
groups of the opportunities af- corporations
critically evaluated on one aspect
forded by the parkway system,',
Commissioner B. E. King said. or another of their public records.
The authors indulge in no idle
He noted, "few people realise
Their statements
that 24 industries were located name-calling.
last year in counties served by are well docurnented and footTheir major recomthe parkways and that 14 noted.
mendations are (it Decenestablished industries expanded
tralization of corporate power
existing facilities during 1970."
King said that both the park- through anti trust actions, and
Federal chartering of cor
way system and the areas (2)
porations. They doubt the
through which its facilities pass
popular wisdom that efficiency
can benefit greatly from new and
requires giant corporations.
expanded industry.
The book does contain a
somewhat cheap shot at U.S.
"The local area gets additional
Steel by fatuous quotations from
tax money and we get revenue
a 1921 "biography" of that cor
from additional traffic on the
poration and the index is in
parkways," he said.
complete.
"We hope that, through the
This book is in the Calloway
speakers' bureau, we can work
County Public Library.
together with local groups to
capitalize on the opportunities GOOD RELATIONS
afforded by the parkway
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Wilsystem," th Commissioner ad- liam D. Ructeishaus, adminisded.
trator of the Environmental
Personnel taking part in the Protection Agency, describes
speakers' bureau will be his relations with the White
operations mangers of the House as very good and "I've
and never seen anything in what the
parkways
various
professional members of the President has said or done that
Central Office staff.
Indicates anything but full
Groups interested in a program support for what we're doing."
on the parkway system and its
Ruckelshaus made the combenefits may contact Frank ment Tuesday when asked if
Executive the President backed tough
III,
Harschtr
Director, Office of Toll Facilities, antipollution enforcement. He
State Office Building, Frankfort, admitted there were some
Kentucky. 40601. Mr. Harscher's people in the administration
telephone number is (502) 504- who disagree with EPA actions,
••••*-X-*!.'
•
but not the President
4A2.8
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Mr. Jobs Buchan
for the Murray
since May of 192

He is retiring aftei
years with this 33

Walking down
yesterday and we
say hello to Bill
trey'. Those folks
business there r
Grocery for the
years. They havi
over these years a
More. Congratula
couple.

IRS Changes
Organization

'There Is nothin
being fond of moo
your values in li
fond of helping pe
money, instead of
for power, more rm.
power to you" .
Sheridan, Irish wi

The poor, ignor
Tasadays have be
Philippines. We dc
they will ever be i
future as they we
We do not kno
vantages they wi
being found by
world".

•-e:••••:-Ke 0.'••`:•:t.-:•;:•,••
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A dentist says of
"bow a people wit]
diet have survivet
condition of the T
was excellent". 1
jug why their tee
because they are
civilized diet. The
no cavities.

•-.7,•• :•-••••••vbett

DECK
SHOES
$299
SAN DELS
$388

Department
for Savings on
Clearance of
Summer Items!

It may just be that
eiviliaastliatahoss
our health problei
by it.

Then too civillzati
about SO per cent
of the human body
the manner in wh
react to the stress
This stress accour
the headaches, fif
the stomach trout
part of the back t

Howard Matheny
cucumber which
Burpleas Cucun
that's not the way 3
anyway he says am
these and not test
next three days.

Bible Sam
Be Held At
And Poplar

Conditions your scalp as it grooms your hair

Regular Price

1.23

AQUA VELVA

EXTRA DRY SPRAY DEODORANT

SURF

Regular Price '1.79

AFTER SHAVE LOTION

Reg. Price TN/
Our Sale Price

4-oz.

The clean exciting
scent of the surf.
Splash some on and:..

Buy Both
UNSCENTED & REGULAR

ARRID
UNSCENTED SPRAY DEODORANT,IL
II
Reg. Price '1.79

Our Reg.

Price 314"

Our Sale Price
•••••"' •!• "•'•

67'

Our Reg. Price 'IA/
Our Sale Price

99

"A Road to Fait
theme of the 1971
School at the Sever
Church of Christ.
commence Mond
July 25, and con
Friday, July 30. TI
9:00 a.m. until 11:
Classes for all
with the nursery w
adult class will
Kenneth Hoover, r
Church of Chris
Refreshments and
children will be in
The church bus
usual and the
published Satur
newspaper. Those
ride the bus are asi
and waiting at the
on the map for yc

The We
Partly cloudy an
with scattered
ttlundershowers
Considerable cla
showers and thi
spreading eastwa
state tonight and
little change in
Highs today and S
S. Lows tonight
EXTENDED
The extended oi
through Tueaday,
tered thundersho
Monday and Tu
change in temper,
Tuesday with high
to low 90s and low'

